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another. incident ofpart)'itig viole1ice

C_rescent party ends bloody

~-r-,,.llff:

All students are cut
story will be for the next
Wednesday's issue. For the second week in a row, we're leading
Which one of your class- with a-story of violence at an offmates is going to get beaten and campus house party .
On one hand, this is not rebruised.next weekend?
Who will be the first in your ally a big deal. Sometimes it's
class to be seriously injured and hard to find a big or controversial
near death?
news story at Xavier. All these
.. , __ _,'\Yl}()_will l;>.e..~e fir_stXavier ·.. ~vents give us something to cover.
studenttobekiHedatahouseparty
_ But this is not the attitude
because of a fight?
our staff has. We all are part of the
. Three weeks ago, none of Xavier community as students of
these questions were raised and the university.
We are concerned for the
none of them seemed to be possible scenarios at Xavier.
· safety of our fellow classmates.
The beginning of the this We are alarmed at the-increasing
semester has seen several letters instances of violence. We are besent .out to off-campus student coming ashamed at the continued
hous.es warning them· about the problems that large keg parties are
possible consequences of house causing.
parties. Recently, w'ith three maMostofall, wedcin'twantto · ·
joraltercatio~sasaresultofparty'- write and report on these kind of
ing, nobody seems safe anymore. stories.
Several of my personal
We don't want to go to 'the
friends went to a party ·Saturday Cincinnati or Norwood police derught just looking for a good_ time. , partments to get the police reports
A couple of those friends left with from the weekend before. ·
blood on their shirts from another
We here the Newswire are
victim of Xavier; s partying vio- just like everyone else,. when you
Jenee.
cut us, it hurts. We want to make
Every week around Satur- sure we won't be doing another
day, we here at the Newswire have story on this_ subject anytime soon.
·.
to talk about what will be our lead ·
BY TOM DECORTE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

BY 'KARA BENKEN

NEWS EDITOR

. Early. Sunday morning, behavior at an·off-campus party esc:alated to the threat of physic~lharm
and injury, resulting in a shattered
window. and a trip.toJhe.emergency ·
room for.one Xavier. student.. '.;. . .
.·, · · Acc.ording. t~ .· Xa\'.ier: police·
reports, male :sen.ior- ~as :throwp. ,
through a piate-gia5s windpw on the .'
first floor of aresidence on North.
Cres.cent after having b.eer poured
on him and being hara8sed by sev.;:
eral other students.
(above )7l6 t:tof1:h
Apparently~. the conflict was
Crescent Avenue, the·
the. culmi~ati~n pfan ongoing argusite of the party in
ment between several· Xavier stliquestion...
dents ~d least one student from
.. · · ....
another uni'~ersity.
(right) The w!ndow .
·· · Cincinnati EMS responded to
where the victim was.
thrown, breakfng the ·
the scene and escorted the injured
glass.
student to the emergency room,
where he was treated and released.
According to Xavier police
chi.ef l\fike Co_uch, the suspect is an :
18 year~old UniversitY ofCincin~
PhotosbyTomDeCorte ·
· nati student, who is. the brother of a ceived reports of a beer truck deliv- building or fines."
Xavier student He is currently un.: ering a large quantity of alcohol to
.. Cincinnati police reports inder investigation for felonious its~' the residence on 776 North Cres- dicated t.hat alcohol played a large
sault;
· ·cent Avenue.
role in the argument and the ensuing
Criminal charges for the al. Because of rumors about a physical harm. There were, howlegedassaulthave notyet been filed. possible cover. charge and the ever, norepot!sofariypersongoing
StuderiiS involved in.the inci~ amount of beer delivered, -Xavier . through a· glass window.
As of press time, :no charges··
dent are being investigated for bc:ith campus police :notified Cincinnati ·
intenialaniiextemalcharges. Couch .. police. in District ·A
the party. had been filed against the known
said a final recommendation will be Cincinnati did not respond to the suspect.
. forwarded fo the Judicial Review. ·scene until receiving several neigh· In addition to this party, anBoard 'after the matter is investi- borhood complaints, at approxi- other student was approached on
gated further.
.
mately 12:30 a.m.
Friday night with two small pills .
. '·"This party was blatantly adLegislative Vice President of while attending another off-campus
vertised to an underage popuJation', Student· Government Association house party. The girl, who volun~
which is irresponsible ...arid.the stti- Chris Dake_is angered by the recent tariiy took the pills,· l:l~gan feeling
nauseous and stifferecffrom blurred
. dents hosting the partyshould be problems. '
held accountable for their aetfons,"
· "I thirik it's getting ridicu- vision.
said Couch;
·
lous," said Dake. "In the Iast'two
ThematterisrinderinvestigaHe added, 'The advertising weeks, the parties have become a tion by both Cincinnati and Xavier
and sale of beer through a cover.· ptoblem,aridwedon'tknowhowto campus police, a8 itisnot known
charge, is illegal.;' ;
· · .• ·
resolve a problem like this." · ·
whethedhesuspectin this caseis
.. Xavier Police had confiscated ·
He added, "Attention will Xavier student or nof. Any.person
over 20 advertisements for the party. need to be paid fo the individuals in' with informatiC>niegarding' this parposted in the academic buildings these cases, an,d their''well-being ticular inddeilt should report it to
and .residence· halls; ' and, also .re~· . should take precedence over a new . Xavier Police..· · ·
·· ·• ·
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Schick shines for PRSA
BYAMY ZYWICKI

FenWiek opens
The 1997 Xavier Fenwick Open will begin at Hickory
Woods in Loveland, Ohio on Saturday, Sept. 27 at 12:30
p.m. Costs are $25 for full-time students (lower this year)
and $55 for others, which includes 18 holes, a cart, dinner,
and entry gifts. Prizes will be awarded for first, second, and
last places as well as closest to the pin, longest drive, longest
putt, and straightest drive for designated holes. Play is
limited to the first 35 foursomes paid in full. The event will
sell out. For more information or to register, call Damon ·
Halverson or Carl Dieso at 745-3202 or Bob Bixby at 7453081.

Shantytown speaker
The nationally acclaimed Amy Goodman, whose show
"Wake-Up Call" airs on National Public Radio, will be speaking to students about human rights issues on the Residential
Mall near Bellarmine Chapel Friday at 8 p.m.

Blood drive
Hoxworth will be in the OKI room in the University
Center for blood donations Priday, Sept. 19 from 10 a.m.-4
p.m. For more information or to make an appointment, call
558-1287. .

Yearbooks here
i'

.

;

Returning students will be able to pick up y"arbooks
today, Thursday, Sept. 18, . and Friday, Sept. 19 in the
University Center in front of the Main Dining Hall from 36 p.m.

:-eomplled by Kara Benken

Security Notes:

Assi. NEws EDITOR
The Public Relations Society ofAmerica's (PRSA) National
Board of Dire.ctors has admitted
Thomas Schick into the College
of Fellows ..
Schick, assistant professor
and coordinator of the public relations program, is now among the
nation's.elite in the world of public relations ..
He is' only the sixth person
in the greater Cincinnati area to be
admitted to the College of Fellmvs. He is among 10 new members nationally in the 1997 class.
The College of Fellows includes 303 PRSA members, less
than 2 percent of the entire membership of the PRSA.
"I view the PRSA Fellowship as far more than a personal
recognition," said Schick. "What
Fellowship recognizes is the high
standards and high professional-

ism that are being achieved through- . Chapter of the Public Relations Stuout the entire public relations field." dent Society of America.
"By staying involved in
Schick came to Xavier in 1990
as coordinator of the PR· program, PRSA, I· can keep our academic
bringing with him an extensive back- program and our students connected
ground in public relations;
to the current developments fa the
Two years .prior to coming to . public relations practice," said·.
Xavier, he served a8 account·execu- Schick. "Through PRSA ·connective for Brewer, Jones and Feldman tions I am constantly meeting people
advertising agency, where he planned .and making contacts that can benand coordinated public relations for efit our students through guestspeak- ·
ers, internships, career mentoring
the agency and its clients.
·
·From 1984 to l986, SchiCk and other ways.''
served as account supervisor for
The College of Fellows was
Lawler Ballard Public Relations in established by the Public Relations ·
Cincinnati where he was involved in Society of America's National Asnew business development along with . semblyin 1990tohonorseniorpractitioners and educators who have
managing specific accounts.
He also served as director of · made significant contributions to the
community and development .from public relations profession.
1977 to 1984 at the Mercy Hospitals
Admissio.n to the college is
limited to certified PRSA members
of Hamilton and Fairfield, Ohio.
Currently, Schick is responsible who have practiced or taught public :
for managing a 36-semester-hour u11- relatfons for at least 20 years and
dergraduate major in public relations, have advanced the state of the pro-.
within the department of communica- fession by making unusual and ex- .
tion arts, along with serving as the ceptional contributions~.
adviser to the Xavier VonderHaar

Peersserve freshmen
signed one peer adviser to lead weekly and each residence hall.
discussions and activities, throughout
In addition to leading the
the year geared toward increasing the weekly discussions, the advisers are
students' academic. potential: ·
available to. tutor or to discuss con~
The Learning Assistance ·
The issues that will be discussed cerns one-on-one with the first-year
Program and the Office of Resi- include improving ·note-taking; how· students.
dence Life have joined to form a ' to read lllore effectively, exam prepa- · . ..· ''The peer advising program
students adjust to their new aca- tlrii.e·illanagemerit; a8:well ~ ~ev~~# , 'in~, the whole student/' said Kelly.
demic setting..
·
other academic concerns.
. This year the program is only
.
' This; program 'is jmple-:
· "This ~rogram will help .the offered to freshmen living in the
mented t~ough!:mt the fres~an . freshmen· to·· realize th~ir. ~ademic residence halls, but there is discusfloors of the resiClence halls and is · skills and to apply them here at Xavier.·· sion about offering the program to
and.well into the future," .sru~'Barah · upperclassmen and commuters in ·
led· by peer advisers: ·
·The~· to p~r advisers are Kelly, director oflearning assistance: . the future.
,
made up, of :tipper-class students
. Not only have the peer advisers
"Our goal is to head off prob.:
who have· all completed 10 hours share<l their experiences and kriowl- ·lems before they become overof peer· training arid 20 hours of edge, but they have also gainedin- · whelming to the students. This protUt~ring. ·.
.. .
sight during their service. · .·
gram is not just a job, but it. has.
' , · :They are all certified, en~
They have learned the impor- become a service to our fellow stu.,
abling theni to tutor in a variety of tance of the resident assis!ants' role in dents," said Marisa Ferri, head peer
. . subjectS. :
their lives and they have ruso come tO advisor.
.
Each fi:eshman floor is as- appreciatetheuniquenessofeach floor
BY LEAH MONTGOMERY
.NEWS WRITER

.

Wednesday, Sept. 10, 8:40 a;m.
A resident student reported that their car ·had been broken into
while parked in the North Lot. A NC cassette puli-otit stereo
was stolen.
Wednesday, Sept.10, 1:40 p.m.
A secretary on the eight floor of Schott reported the theft of a .
Zenith laptop computer from her office.
· '
Friday, Sept. 12, 11:35 p.m.
While attending a party in the 900 block of Marioh Avenue, a
resident student was approaehed by a white maleapproxi. mately 6 foot 2 inches tall, wearing a white turtleneck with a
green shirt over it and blue jeans. The man gave hei: two
white pills which she was told to swallow and she did.
Immediately afterwards she became nauseous and reported
having blurred vision.
·

Security Note of the Week
Saturday, Sept. 13, 12 a.m;
.
The Cincinnati police responded to ait off-campus house
party in the 700 block of North Crescent Avenue. A.
student was thrown through a plate gla5s window resulting
in serious lacerations. The Cincinnati police are currently
·
investi atin the incident. ·:

.

·. (h.ops beconie common
Bv BRIDGET HoERST
NEWS WRITER

Students with major8 in the College of BusinessAdministration(CBA)art.~eligibletoparticipate

in Xavier's Co-op program and work for companies
such,· as Disney, Cincinnati Bell, Coca-Cola or
Chiquita.
·
·
. CooperativeEducationisbecomingmorecommonplace in college business programs.
Over 8,000 colleges and universities. in the
United States contain some opportunities for handson work experience in their curriculum.
·
.According to director Kathy McCluskey, the
goal of the program is "to m,~e students more
hireable."
·
·
One hundred and ten students have been placed
in jobs since the program began last fall.
They are paid positions and students can earn
up to six credit hours, which is, as McCluskey says,
"the icing on the cake."· .
Astudy compiled by the National Commis-'
sion for Cooperative Education found that on a

national average, co-op ~tudents earn approximately $7,500
more a year.upon graduation.
Students may· be eligible for either full or part-time,
.international. or. out-of-state internships.
SeniorRyanCoxworkedinAtlantathi.ssulnmerfor
. Delta Airlines in the Leadership Recruitment Division.
He. vvorked on projects to help find qualified candidates
for managers and engineers. Cox is returning to Delta in
the spring to co~op again.
'
"It is definitely a great learning experience. You
can't learn the things I learned at Delta in the classroom,"
said Cox.
. Eligibility requirements for the program include a
minimum 2.75 GPA, and at least 55 credit hours, or one
full semester, if a transfer.student.· Students must have
passed Managerial Communications; wtlich is a management 301 course.
.
The program is a graded course, which is based
primarily on a journal or a log kept by the student for a
faculty adviser and the judgment of the employer.
CBA students interested .in particip11tj!lg during the
spring semester should contact Kathy McCfoskey at 745.,.
4869.
·
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Cut out these
MasterCard Exclusives™ ·
coupons
and present
""'
.
..

:

them along with your
MasterCard~ card

and

you'll cut costs on all
kinds of good stuff. Which
feels e :fot b_etter: th~m a,,
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SAVE 20%

ON ANY PURCHASE OF $10 OR MORE

UseyourMasterCard cardandsave20%on
your purchase of $70 or more. For the store
nearest you, call 1·800·8S3·2920.
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Payless She~S~urce
$20FF
Choose rrom hundreds or fashionable styles and save 12 on
any regular price Item 19.99 or more when you use your
·MastetCanl' canl. For the siore ncanest you, please call
1-800-4«-SHOE (7463).
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UseyoiirMasterCard•carcltomakeapu1thaseof
S40 or more at panldpatlng Go!fUSA locations
and receive your choice of a FREE cap from any
of the top names in golf, such as Nike~Tttleis~
Ta~or .Made0 and more, or gel.a FREE putter

'

~

Offer and coupan valid 8115197 lo 12131/97. Purchase must
be made with a Mastercard' card. Oller available only al partlc·
lpatlrrg Goll USA stores. Coupan must be presented al time ol
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20% OFF

da
d
sa,.onthehot1es1mus1candm0Yiesel<I)' y-you'06n
thousands ol CDs, movies and wse11es. use your.M>ste!Cml'
anlatpattldpat1n3loaUons1osrn:20il>onanyCDor=ette
regularlyprlcedatl7.99ormore,oronanyvldeoregularlyprictd
" 19·99 ormore.
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Wf1H A PURCHASE OF ANY MEDIUM.
OR LARGE PIZZA

·
. Use your MasterCarct•card for dine In,
carryoutordeliveryatPlzzaHut•
and receive a FREE Personal Pan Pizza
when YaU purchase any medium or
large pizza at regular menu price.

'otter and coupon valid 8115197to12131/91. Ptrchasemust be
madewtlh a Masteteard' card. Coopon must be pmeoted al lime
or puttJtase. Only one to acustomer. Not valldwtlh any other offor.
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VIDEO GAME ·
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couponperpartypervlsllototdet. Otter may not be combined
wlllt any.other discount ot otter. Limited dell'IO!)'atea. Dell'IO!)'
charges may apply. 1/20 cent cash redemption value.
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ANY CD, CASSEITE OR VIDEO

ONE.FREE
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Get just the look you need when you shop at
Bed Bath &'Beyond~ Use your MasterCard0 card
andsave$6onyourpurchaseof$20ormore.
For locations nearest you, call

(up toa S20value).
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BED BATH&

vkleo/computer game (regubr pricel49.99).
Call Electronic Ans Dliect at 1·800·245'.4525
lO order your copy toaay.
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Catch the Newswire on the. world wide web!

Jump on the highway at www.xu.edu/soa/
.flewsw.ir(!for the latest .XaVier updates!
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College J[riend~
collect caring pairs
BY SARA MCNERNEY
NEWS WRITER

"Just because, we ·are
older does not mean that
we cannot learn from the
younger students."

The booth donning the title College Friends
at Club Day attracted students interested in socializing with a fresh set of faces.
College Friends is a service organization
·
-JuniOr Lori Culver,
created in the spirit of positively helping grade
President of College_ Friends
school children, akin to a "Big Brother" or "Big
Sister" program, which pairs each college student
with a child from one of four local primary school
.·
involved.
interactions by enabling students to visit the child's school on
. .
.
.
Lori Culver, club president, expects to ac- a regular basis.
commodate 135 grade school children in four ma. For students who. e~vlSlon themselv~~ as .mfluen~al
jor events, as well as offering additional opportuni- buddies, .and ':"ho are.wdhng to make a positive 1mpr~ss10.n
ties for involvement.
. ·
.· ... ,
· .and to hkew1se be impressed, the first club meeting 1s
"Accommodating" is to be;: understood in the man~atory. for me~~er~hip and scheduled for Oct. 6 at 10..
sense of harmonizing, rather than that of obligihg. p.m. m Kell~y Aud1t1onum.
.
For those who cannot commit to the planned dates, but
Culver said "It's about sharing time and
learning from each other. Justbecauseweareolder would like to help, joining the crew is an alternative option
does not mean that wecannotlearn from the younger that entails setting up activities and extends an invitation to
students. Everyone needs to take something away all events.
from this experience."
. .
.
College Friend~ also extends the poss~bility of renewFor sophomoreErin Vanderputten, "College ing friendships formed through the club with the return of
Friendsismorethanjustgettingtogetherfourtimes each new school seas~n.
.
. · " . .
.
Sophom~re Mehssa Hettmger relates, do not think
a year. The bond really begins to form when you _
start exchanging letters, phone calls, and gifts." .· thatpeoplereal1ze~eprof~u?d.effectthesech1ld~~nh~veo~
The club has also expanded its scope .to them. MycollegefnendOhvia1soneofmyfavontepeople..
include two additional activities, selected by each
student in accordance to his or her own availabil~ty,
from an array of dates made·known to members.
Specifically, the induction of an after-school ·
program has provided a vehicle for· increasing ,

Xavier students sleeping in shantys like these have been garnishing
publicity from local television stations.

!

Colleges wrestle with
binge drinking
At Louisiana State University, administrators tried to combat
a "party school" reputation by banning alcohol from all student functions on campus.
But the strict policy, it seems,
wasn't enough. A week after LSU
was named to a national Top 10
Party School list; a 20-year~old fraternity pledge died after consuming
about 24 drinks in one sitting.
When police found Benjamin
Wynne passed out on the floor of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, his blood alcohol content was 0.588-six times
above the legal limit to drive. Three
other students who 'had celebrated
fraternity bid day with him were
hospitalized.
While the incident happened
atan off-campus party, it was enough
to highlight the university's frustra. tion with how to prevent students
from binge drinking.
"The tragedy is compounded
by the fact. that, in recent years, we
have worked very hard to educate
our students about the consequences
of alcohol and substance abuse,"
said LSU · chancellor WiJliam
Jenkins. "Unfortunately, it is not
humanly possible to totally regulate
the.conduct of our students, particularly in their. off-campus activities."
LSU is not the only university ·
grappling with how to avoid some
of the tragic consequences ofbirige
drinking-which essentially is when
a student drinks five or more drinks

L:

in one sitting. Even as more univer- strict enforcement is appropriate on
sities scramble to implement bans a campus where most students are
on alcohol and step up enforcement, under the legal drinking age of 21.
growing numbers of students admit
With binge drinking on the
to binge drinking. ·
rise, a number of universities, like
A national study recently re- CU, have implemented no-alcohol
leased by the Centers for Disease policies. . In March, two national
Control and Prevention found that fraternities, Sigma Nu and Phi Delta
during a 30-day periodin 1995, 34 Theta, decided to ban alcohol at all
percent of coilege students had con- chapter houses starting in 2000.
sumed five or more drinks on at
· To combat heavy drinking,
least one occasion'. Slightly more. the University of Illinois has started
than 4 percent said.they _had drunk a program targeted toward college.
alcohol on at least 20 of the 30 days. freshmencalled"Alcohol 101." The
The CDC study pointed to program, funded by. the Century
some of the potential side effects of Council, developed an interactive
binge drinking: date rape, HIV in- CD~ROM that takes students to a
fection, poor aca:denlic performance, virtual party where they come face
and car accidents. .
to face with the consequences of
And in the past year alone, a· their personal alcohol-related benumber of deaths from binge drink- havior. The program i~ being pi~
inghavebeenreport~d. AtFrostburg loted on IQOre than 30 college cam~
State Universityin Maryland, eight puses. . .
> · •. : : ' ·
fraternity members were charged
' Some students say .it'.s unwith marisfaughter following the likely they'll' stop drinking all todeath of a freshman. The 20-year- gether-although looking out .fot
old had drunk eight ciipifofbeer and friends is the best way to curb binge
drinking.
14 shots of vodka in two hours.
.
What campuses can do to pre· "They can hold all the classes·
vent binge drinking is nofeiactly they want, but we're still going to
clear. TheUniversityofColoradois · get wasted," said Chris Richman,
one of six campuses that received a 20, a University of Illinois juriior.
grant from Robert Wood Johnson "The only way to prevent tragedies
Fou~dation to curb all.. drinking ort like the one at LSU is for people not
and off campus; Last May, how- ·· to be stupid and to watch out for
ever, the crackdown on drinking their friends."
resulted in student pots agl!in,st 'Po- ,
lice;
·
· ' ·.> ·
The university maintains that

..::..College Press Services

•

preIDieres
Bv SARAH KELLEY
NEWS WRITER ..
.

..

.

.

The acclalmed play aboutthe
life and ministry of St. Ignatius of '· ;. ' .
Loyola, "The Story of the Pilgrim,"
is going to be shown at Xavier during its tour across the country.
All are welcome to attend this
free event in the University Center
Theater on Sept. 22.
There will be two performances ·for audiences to choose Michael Bellafiore, S.J.
be
from.
assuming the character of St.
The first showing will be at Ignatius of Loyola at Xavier next
noon, and is the shorter version cif
Monday.
the play. This will focus mainly on
the conversion of St. Ignatius and
his response to God's calls, which eludes work with the M.I.T.
led him to found the order known as Shakespeare Ensemble and in various theaters in Washington, D.C.
The Society of Jesus.
It will also depict his friendFr. Bellafiore' also holds a
ship with St. Francis Xavier. The master of fine arts in playwriting
from the Catholic University of
show runs just under an hour.
For your convenience, ·box ''America.
·
lunches may be ordered for pick up
Director of the play; Mi~hael
following the noon performance at Sparough,S.J.,isaJesuitpriestbased
.
.
no cost.· ,
i_n Chicago. .
The secorid performance will
Earlier accomplishmetits in
be at 8 p.m. This play will expand the theater include founding the
on the topics focused on in the ear- Fountain Square Fools, a religious
lier performance.
'
drama troupe in Cincinnati, and re- ·
.: In addition, this version de- ceiving a rriaster of fine arts in thescribes the months St. Ignatius spent ater directing from the Yale School
in a cave in Spain known as Man- of Drama:.
resa, wherehereflectedonhisexpeFr. 'Sparough is currently a
.riences..
spiritua}!:lire~tor at the Jesuit Re. The play also includes the treat House ill ChiCago and is pursugathering of his companions in Paris, ing a doctor of ministry degree from
the formation of the Society ofJesus St.. Miicy, ofthelhlce in Illinois.
as well as his life, and ~inisfrY in · . · ·pr:'BeffaJii>'r~ . wm be touring
thecount~yp~ft:oiln.ing:thi~plityfor
Rome: ·
.
.
The writer of ''The Story o(\' th~;f'rr~ftlffie b,e'giniiing this }nonth.
the Pilgrim," Michael Bellafiore/.· ! :,:·;· :This:play:·fs'beingspdnsored
S .J., is also the-0nly actorin .th~ play;,·' . by 111~ Offjce of $piiitµal DevelopAs of now ,.Bellafiore is in the. n;len( Belliirmine, :chapel, and the
process of becoming a Jesuit and is ,Student.Goyernment Association.
focusirig on making schola.~tic ac\
· ,,~ .·
.
coniplishmentS through his work.
.· - :.. ·~
Past acting experience in~
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Sports.

tornadoes, hurricanes, and other acts
of mother nature, by the advanced
doppl~r and otµer satellite radars we
.have stationed 20.'()()Q iniles above
. . Over the past .30 years, the. ;Y
the earth's sui:face.
public perception of NAS_A has ba-':.
sically been the:people.wholanded .,
To bring this story a little
· closer to home, the space program
a man on the moon and. blew up a
space shuttle. Now, after two over\va.S responsible for pre-detecting
whelmingly successful mis~ions to.
.. the floods thatravaged our areas in
Mars, the program's image is back
. February, allowing people to make
on track.
the necessary arrangements to surThe recent flights of the Mars
vive.
, Pathfinderand Global Surveyor not
·There are a number of other
only. brought joy to the seientists
smaller spin-offs and advances the
who built them, but also to the PR
space program is responsible for,
people at NASA, who were relying
. like digital watches and Velcro. The
· on the new cost effective launches
photo by Jeff Davis advances of computer science
to puttheni.,back into the good graces
Space Shuttle Columbia; seen launching on July _1.this past summer,
through NASA is a column in itself.
of the public eye.
However, for NASA to ccinwas the first Spti.ce Shuttle NASA sent into orbit. Sine~ its 1980
,- Ever since Apollol burned· . maide11; voyage, Columbia and the other orbiter; in the shuttle fleet'
tinue .its work, it needs the support
on the launchpad, Skylabcra5hed to
of the public. They will move into
have enabled mankind to enjoy the. spin-offs of space travel.
the. 2 ls( century. by positioning a
earth, and the Space Shuttle Challenger. blew up;. NASA had been Space Centerin Houston, Texas and
The Mars mission technology space station in orbit beginning next
· plagued with bad headlines. Now, asked them the same question.
is already making its mark on the year. And as one. scientist from
· because bf a tight budget plus inno"Why do we go into space?" medical community. Remote Medi- NASAput it- a scientist can go in
vative and talented scientists, taxGovernmentstudiesshowthat cal Sensing, the system which al- and do research for a couple of
payers are getting niore for .their th~ cost to growth ratio is around lows scientists to relay.· messages weeks, butjust as the experime,nts .
money, thus making them happy $12 of growth to every $1 spent by back and forth to the Pathfinder, begin to yield answers, he has to
American taxpayers, all because of will now. allow doctors to monitor leave.
campers.
.Once astronauts have a space
Although NASA has had to spiri-offs ofthe space program. Most and tend to patients in remote areas,
deal withtheglitchesontheRussian of the benefit ha8 been in the com-· to whom they.wouJd not normally station to work on, they won't have'
.
·
· to be limited to the flight limits of
Space ·Station MIR, overall · their puter and medical areas of our lives. be able to reach. ·
The most impressive result
The Pathfinder mission has the space shuttle, and will be able to
approval rating is probably at a
·
present day high~
we·see from _the space program is also.given us the technology from workontheirexperimentsatreinenStill, not impressed by a robot the pharmaceutical strides made in its maneun:ering system .. Each of dous amount longer, thus allowing.
its six wheels move independently for more inswers and more benefits
· several million mi_les away on Mars, our country. ' · ·
Crystalography, a science that· and will be inplemented on earth in . to mankind.
many people ask, "What does mankind get out of space travel?" .
is practiced best'in the zero gravity areas like handicaped devices and.
If you're looking for ·more
. spin-offs from our space program,
Fam a believer in the space of orbit,' allows astronauts to grow• rescue vehicles;
program, and have been so for a protein crystals at ari enormous size.
In additfon, the space agency · the people down at the Johnson
long time; even during the rebuild- Because the crystals are so large, is working on the. commercializa- Space Center would love to send
ing years after Challenger. But re~• researchers are able to find the best tionofnewelectronicinsulationused you information. Their number is
cently, soniecine asked me about the and most powerful drugs to fight off on Pathfinder, called A~rogel. Ids (281) 483~0123. It all takes time
benefits· of space travel, and I an- infections in the human body. In madeupof99.8percentairaI}dWill a11.d some,money. But next time a
swered it the best I could.
adqition, the space program has be able to withstand the heat of a shuttle launches, or there is an up.. ,
However, it has been a while given us pacemakers, catheters, elec- comet. More benefits· to mankind date on one of the Mars explorers,
since'I spent my summer days at trocardiograms, CAT scans, and include our metrological surveil~ be thankful for what the space proSpa~e Camp, so I called the Johnson sonic imaging.
lance. Lives· are being saved from · gram has given to mankind.
. OP-ED EDITOR.
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A c~rdboard commurtitY
'Homeless' students find communion with others in the area'·
•

BY CHAD ENGELLAND

AssT. OP-ED EDITOR
The sun's rays pierce the thick
morning air, heralding a new day
and awakening the makeshift community of cardboard and duct tape
on the residential mall.
Bathed in light, the shantys,
soggy with dew, begin to stir. After
a groan or two, the shantys' inhabitants for the week poke out their
heads and are greeted by the intensity of another dawn, another day.
This same scene is carried out
every day across the tri-state and
across the globe. On street corners
and in alley ways, those same rays
signal the beginning of another day
for people whose permanenthomes
are these same temporary structures.
Unlike the Xavier students
who wake up to see a lush, brickiiµed ·campus and tQ take. a hot
shower, these fellow ,shanty residents all over the area wake to a life
less than respectable, less than human.
The. Xavier. student can look
forward to a day of learning at the
tutelage of some of the brightest and
most capable minds in the country.
What do their brothers and sisters
for the week have to look forward
to?

'

•• 1

-

motivated, only to.have our excite- .
ment fizzle for want of direction.
It's one tping to say you'd like to
help somebody,_ and quite another
thing to actually know what to do,
let alone to do it.
Raising awareness is one thing
we can all do, with little green ribbons pinned to our lapels and a week
of festivities. Certainly, that support is important and necessary,
though it has ·its limitations. The
challenge lies in moving beyond
that initial step of awareness to the
many' many steps that lie b,eyond.
Here's to all those who make
it P,ilst this initialhang-up~the vol-·
, unteers at soup kitchens, those who ·
. work for.-afforcl'able housing, and
,·: . those who inake it their business .to
better the lives of others. Keep up
photo hy Chad Engell~nd: the good work.. As for the rest of us
A student snoozes in a cardboard shanty during last year's Shantytown.
Camping oilton the mall is'
We'd be ~rong to limit the;' write off the obvious tragedies and probably fun for week. For a week
Yes, it's Shantytown week.. ·
.
· It's a good time for all of us middle :, mental images "'.e conjure to grow~ inadequacies of life as beyond our in mid-September, that is. The days.
to upper middle income students to adults with addictions and soiled control. We can say: "Y:es, people are sunny and mild and the. nights·
look at ourselves and ask some seri- clothing. Many children and fami- are in want of the basic necessitie!' are the perfect temperature for a
ous questions about ourown priori- lies are plagued by the lackofne~e~ through no fau~t of their o,wn, while good blanket and a bit of camaradeties. Sure •. we have our own prob- . sitiesthat you an&! take for g!anted.' I attend a p'tusti; posh, and private rie around a guitar. But the seasons
lems: academic, interpersonal, and
" Imagine the future such chil- college, having enough extra income change and so does the temperature.
spiritual concerns. But those con- dren will have. Won't they, in turn, to buy the 'Billboard Best of the Before l~ng, hights ·will be ~ippy
cerns mean nothing, do they, if you . have children who suffer the same '80s' CDs. Butwhat can I possibly and then frigid.· How fun would it be
do?" We are obiigated t~ help.
then?
don 'thave aroofoveryour head and wants?
Often we might get a little
warm.food in your belly?
It's so easy to do nothing, to

a
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Approach Shantytown
with an open mind
hisweekmarkstheannuillevent
really about instead ofbelieying the rumors
wherein a group of Xavier stuand misconceptions linked to them.
There are posters, flyers, and other
den. ts converge on the residential mall and construct cardforms of advertisements all over campus
board shantys to show solidarnot asking us to be involved in their group,
but to come into this week
ity with the homeless.
·
Their presence is alwith an open mind and get
ways somewhat controver- ."Whatever your.·.·
the facts about the event.
sial, and many students ask views are
If they have gone to
what good it does to play
this much trouble to get our
regarding
attention, the least we can
homeless,
I don't have the an- Shantytown, we
do is to listen.
swer to that because I am not
Whatever your views
involved in the group's ef- ask that you give
are regarding Shantytown,
we ask that you give them a
forts.. Bl,lt if you are inter- them a chance to.
ested in what they are doing,
chance to further explain
or hii.ve l1 bone to pick with further explain
their position ..
them, tpe best.thing to do is their position."
Then, if you still feel
to sit back and listen to wI:iat
what they are doing is wrong
. they haye to say.
or worthless, you may voice
Jna)etterto theNewswire, KarlaLesh
your opinion.
of the Shantytown commi,ttee said,
Group leaders will be on the mall illl .
"Shantytown has never been about Xavier
day and all night until Sept. 20 and will be
students pretending to be homeless. It has,
happy to give you their mission statement
however, been about community, unity and
regarding their work. Stop by, ask quesjustice."
tions, but most importantly ... listen.
The group has made an all-out effort
to get students to listen to what they. are

T

· -J.R.D.

Muskies roll to 5-0
da, da, da ... ·
Golfers .wanted!
It's time once again for the Student Government Association
andthe Department of Student Services to team up for the Fenwick
Open G9lf ScramQle.
This year's event will again be held at the Hickory Woods Golf
Course in Loveland~ Play begins with a shotgun start at 12:30 p.m ..
For $25, students will play 18 holes with a cart and receive
entry gifts and dinner. The golf outing costs $55 for non-students.
Prizes will be awarded for first; second, and last place. Prizes
will also be awarded on certain holes for closest to the pin, longest
drive, longest putt~ and straightest drive.
Call 745-3202 with any questions.
-Pete Holtermann

X-Country cruises
The Xavier cross country team was in action again this past ·
weekend at the Miami University Cross Country Invitational in
Oxford, Ohio. The Xavier men finished sixth in the six-team race,
and Xavier's women finished fifth offi ve, with Miami taking the top
honors in both races.
The first Xavier runner in was junior Joe Burzynski at 27:01
on the 8,000 meter i:nen's cciurse, good for 29th place. Two spots
back was sophomore Dave Dickman with a 27:07. The other
Musketeers who scored points were freshmen Scott Holzknecht and
Randy Dublikar, and junior Chris Germann.
In the 5,000 meter women's race, the top Musketeer was
freshman Blanche Fisher who was 26th with a time of20:57, Xavier
then went to the pack attack as its next three runners, sophomores Jan
Feichtner and Laura Edwards, and junior Katie Bergman, finished
35th, 36th, and 37th respectively. The final XU runner scoring
points was Jennifer Buckley.
·
The harriers will be running again on Friday at the Notre Dame
National Catholic Meet in South Bend, Indiana.
-Matt Barber

Soccer prom,otions
On Sunday, the women's soccer team will take on the Tennessee Volunteers in the final non-conference home. match before the
start of the Atlantic 10 Conference schedule.
The first 50 students at the 2 p.m. match will receive a Xavier
soccer t-shirt.
In addition to the shirts, the Athletic Dep~ent. will have
specials in the concession stand. Bratwurst and root beer will be the
featured items in the concession stand. The specials are brought to
you by Kraft Foods and Coca-Cola.
-Pete Holtermann

On
Tap.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Friday, Sept. 19

•Volleyball at Rhode Island at 6 p.m.
•Cross Country at the National Catholic Meet in Notre
Dame
•Men's Tennis at Akron Invitational.·
Saturday, &pt. 20
•Volleyball at Massachusetts at 7 p.m.
•Men's Golf at Georgetown Hoya Invitational
•Women's Golf at Bowling Green Falcon Women's
Invitational
•Men's Tennis Akron Invitational
Sunday, Sept. 21
•Women's Soccer vs. Tennessee at 2 p.m.
•Men's Soccer at Evansville at l :30 p.m.
•Men's Golf at Georgetown Hoya Invitational
•Women's Golf at Bowling Green Falcon Women's
Invitational
•Men's Tennis at Akron Invitational
Tuesday, Sept. 23 · · •Women's Tennis. at Northern Kentucky at 3 p.m.
·

All home games are in bold
Home soccer matches are played at Corcoran Field

'.

.

Game o.f th.e \Yeek
Women's Tel1.nis at Northern KentU.cky
·3 p.m. Tuesday a~ NKU . · ..
The Musketeer women open their 1997'."98 campaign on
the road against the Norse. It's not at Xavier, but it is just a short
jaunt across the river and past the. Party Source to watch the
·Muskie netters;take the i;:ourt. Thefllplay_at home eventually,
but they m~y not have courts on campus to play on, so get out to
see them while you can.
i :
.

BY PETE HoLTERMANN

SPORTS EDITOR

The story this past week for
the Xavier women's soccer team is
the same that it ·has been all season.
The defense will keep the ball in the
offensive halfofthe field, and Gruber
will make sure it gets into the net.
The only question is which
Gruber will score. In picking up
wins over Miami and Ohio State in
the past week, six of Xavier's seven
goals were scored by the sister duo
of Annette and Amanda Gruber.
The Musketeers advanced
their record to 5-0 by beating Miami
last Wednesday 2-1, and Ohio State
on Sunday by a score of 5-·l.
By going undefeated thus far,
the women have recorded the second best start in school history. In
1990, the Muskies started the season with eight consecutive wins.
In the five victories, Xavier
has outscored its competition 18
goals to five. Fourteen of Xavier's
goals have come from the Gruber
sisters, and three of the remaining
four are from Xavier's other sisters,
Amy and Christie Reinshagen.
The Grubers have earned
Freshman Annette Gruber is making a big impact in lier first year at
themselves spots among the nation's
Xavier. In the first five matches of the season, she has scored six
leaders in scoring. Amanda is tied
goals and picked up one assist for the Musketeers.
for third in the country for her eight
goals, and Annette's six leave. her with a: 'Win. "Good teams will find finale last year againstindiana.
tied for 13th.
ways to pull games out," he said.
Annette put in the final two
Amanda is tied for the top
On Sunday, Xavier got ahead goals of the match. Both were re.spot in the nation with three game- early, as Annette scored her first bounds off the goalkeeper followwinning goals. She ended last regu- goal ofthematch in the 10th minute. ing aXavier shot. Her sister Amanda
lar season: tied for the most
the ·
Ohio State tied the game in and junior Colleen Savage both
country with_ nine. She also is· tied the 25th minute with a goal on the picked up an a8sist ori Xavier's infor fourth in the country for total third shot of the match.
surance goals.
scoring with 18 Points. ·
Xavier mixed up the line-up
Xavier held the Buckeyes off
Against Miami, Xavier started in the remainder of the half, and against the Buckeyes, which conslowly, letting the RedHawks get on went into halftime with the score _tributed to the win. Savage moved
the board less ihanfourminutes into knotted at one.
from the backfield to start at the
the match. In the second half, how. In the second half, Xavier center midfield position. In addiever, it was all Xavier. The Muskies launched an offensive barrage on tion, Kelley moved to the backfield
iaunched eight shots in the period, the Buckeyes: Xavier took 14 shots to help cover OSU' smain offensive
and scored twice for the win.
in the second frame, and connected threats.
XU' s first goal came 15 min- on four of them to claim the win.
In · addition · to Amy
utes into the second half. Amanda
Eight minutes into the half, Reinshagen's return, XU got a lift
Gruber punched the ball outside to Amy. Reinshagen scored the. game from junior Holly Grow who played
Amy Lemon who was, making a: run winning goal by putting away a de- in her first game since offseason
down the sideline. Lemon crossed flected ball. It was Reinshagen's · knee trouble.
the ball to Annette Gruber who found .first game back since she sprained
The Musketeers now have a
the back of the net to tie the match. her ankle last weekend ag-ainst bit of rest in front of them, which is
Amanda added a goal of her Evansville.
well-timed with the conference
own in the 82nd minute to give
Less than two minutes later, schedule opening up next weekend.
Xavier the win.
Amanda Gruber scored off a· pass
Xavier is idle until this comAlthoughitwasnottheteam'~ from 'fellow captain Nora Kelley. ing Sunday when they will take on
best performance, Xavier coach Dr., Gruber has scored in _six straight Tennessee in a 2 p.m. match on
Ron Quinn was glad to leave Miami games, dating back to the season Corcoran· Field.

in
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Conference. Standings
Through Sept. 14

Women's Soccer
School
Massachusetts
Duquesne
· St. Bonaventure
Xavier
Dayton
LaSalle
G. Washington
St. Joseph's
Virginia Tech
Fordham
Temple
Rhode Island

A-10
3-0
1-1
1-1

Season
5-0
3-2
3-2

0-0

5-0

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-3

4-0
3-1
3~1

3-1
4-2
2-2
2-4
0-5

Men's Soccer
School
Virginia Tech.
Massachusetts
St. Bonaventure
Temple.
Duquesne
LaSalle
Dayton
Fordham
Xavier
St. Joseph's
G. Washington _
Rhode Island

A-10
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0.

0-0
0-0
0-0.
0-0

Volleyball

Season School
4-0
La Salle
2-0-1
G. Washington
3-1
Fordham
3-1
· Rhode Island
2-1-1
Temple
2-1-1
Massachusetts
2-2-1
Virginia Tech
3-3
Dayton
2-3-1
Duquesne 2-3-1
Xavier
2-3
St. Bonaventure
2.;.3

A-10
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0.

0-0
0-0

Season
7-1
8-3
5-3
5-4
3-3
4-5
4-5
3-4
4-6
2-6
1-6

..
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The grace of the· gan1e of golf
ToM DE CoRTE ·
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Mark Twain once said, "Golf
is a good walk spoiled." I guess, to
a point, this is true.
Every time I plunk two shots
I can't really say my game is
in a row in the water, I guess frustra- th.at much better, but I think my life
ti on takes over. But save these iso- is a little more relaxed. Allow me to
lated incidents, I have a big dis- explain.
agreement with one of America's
Obviously, the minute I got
greatest literary minds.
my hands on the club1 I needed to
I guess my feelings on the · get to the range •and unleash its
game changed within the last few power. After all, were talking about
months. Golf was always a game a titanium driver with a graphite
that puzzled me at a young age be- shaft. My drive stood to gain a
cause my father was an addict. Once coupie of dozen yards from this
in a while, I would go to the driving . purchase.
range and hit some balls with him,
Of course,. there's still that
along with taking some instruction. problem of an awful slice, but I
Later, as I entered my teen don't think that's going anywhere
years, hanging out with Dad seemed soon.
less cool and going to the driving·
Once I got to the range and
range or playing nine holes wasn't purchased my large bucket of balls,
really number one on my things~to- I started smacking little yellow prodo list.
jectiles all around the landscape. At
I didn't really start playing first,Iwasjusthittingtoseehowfar
seriously again until late in my high my new toy could send those range
school years, when I had a friend balls. Then, I just started to relax. I
who could get us in for free. This ·. hit the next ·few balls at about 75
was the only time when I can say I percent power.
The balls were stillflying off
was actually playing competent golf.
Of course, once I got to Xavier of my club, and they were actually
and the normal pace of college life going straight. Not only that, I had
took over, I never had time to play. a strange sense of relaxation come
That is, until a couple of months over me.
For the first time ever ;when ·
ago.
It started with a simple televi- hitting a golf ball, there wasn't a
sion ad for a golfliquidation sale in sense of tension invol.ved. As I
town for a few weeks. This summer, marvel_ed at this revelation, I lined
l had began to play again and I was up another ball to test my newfmmd
getting sick of having to use other discovery.
people's clubs and the l.ike.
I set my·. stance, started my
I decided I needeC:i my own backswing and followed through.
driver. I went to.the liquidator, and Another easy, relaxed swing. I had
I came put of the sale with a brand found something interesting here.
new driver and pitching wedge. I
After l was done with that
figured this would help iny game bucket, I left the range and came
considerably.
· back to the Newswire office very

Golfers face
national ·foes

Last weekend the men's golf
team traveled to Colorado Springs;
Colo. to take part in the Falcon-.
Cross Creek Invitational following
their win at Dayton, but came back
with disappointing results.
The team finished in 16th
place out of 24 teams shooting a
final score of 899, which was 35
shots over par.
The first place team of the
three day event was The University
of California,• who finished at one
over par.The medalist of the tournament was Jamie Rogers from the
University Of Nebraska with a 210,
six shots under par.
The top Xavier performer was
Steve Dixon, who tied for 37th
shooting a 223, seven shots over
par. The other Xavier scorers were.
Matt Servies with a 225, Michael
Reis with a 226, T.J. Wilson with a
228, and Jeff Marr with a 234.
The team looks to rebound
from this disappointing showing
next week in Leesburg, Va at the
Georgetown Hoya Invitational:·

The Xavier women's golf
team placed 10th with a score of
1012 at the Mary Fossum
Invitational that was hosted by
Michigan State last weekend.
The top Musketeer competitor
was MelissaBeck, who finished 19th
with a final score of 242. Another
Xavier notable was Melissa Kenny,
who finished tied for 31st with 249
strokes.
Xavier's Paula Greening also
placed in the "Top 50" at the
tournament, placing 42nd with a
score of243. Christy Fout closed
the tournament with a final tally of
268, while Tracey Brown shot a
278. WrappinguptheXavierscorers
was Krista Wellman with a score of
299.
Michigan State freshman
Kasey Gant set two school records
in her first college tournament,
finishing with an impressive evenpar 216.
·
· · The University oflndiana toOk
home the team trophy by finishing
first with a score of 909.

·Matt Madges
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relaxed. So on Monday, back to the
driving rarige I went. More easy
swings, more stress relief.
No longer did I see the game
of golf as a spoiled. walk. It has
become a leisurely stroll for me.
Sure, there are still bad shots,
shanks, and slices. I'll probably
never be a very competent golfer.
.But I think I know why my
father has such a relentless devotion
to the game. Maybe those weekend
excursions have a little bit more ·
meaning to me. Ifl had to raise me,
I'd need to get away, too.
I may not have time to play a
full round during the school year. In
fact, I can't even play in this year's
Fenwick Open (Incidentally, this is
a first rate event, go and sign up for
it.) because of a prior commitment.
But still, every Monday, I try
to find a little time to take a few easy
swings and get a Ii ttle stress out. Try
it the next time you're at the golf
course. You might not hit the ball
250 yards, but it makes the rest of
the day a little easier.

''.~·

.

Women's.Soccer
Xavier 2, Miami 1
Wed., Sept. 10
Miami Field
Oxford, OH
Scoring: MU-Ferry (Murazzi) 3:39; XU-An.
Gruber (Lemon, Am. Gruber) 60:41; Am.
Gruber, 82:34. Shots:XU-14, MU-6. Saves:
XU-Kase, 3; MU-Renner, 4. Fouls: XU-8,
MU-14. Conditions: 70' Cloudy. Attendance:
79.
Xavier 5, Ohio State 1
Sun., Sept. 14
Corcoran Field
Cincinnati, OH
Scoring: XU-An. Gruber, 10: 14; OS-Traeger,
25:37; XU-A. Rerinshagen; 53:46; XU-Am.
Gruber(Kelley) 55:32; XU-An. Gruber(Am.
Gruber) 67:38; An. Gruber (Savage) 81:37 ..
Shots:OS-10, XU-21. Saves: OS-Barnes, 9;
XU-Kase, 4. Fouls: OS-16, XU-13. Conditions: 75' Mostly Cloudy. Attendance: 395.

Men's Soccer
Akron 3, Xavier 2
Overtime (94:28)
Fri., Sept. 12
Corcoran Field
Cincinnati, OH
Scoring: XU-Schaefer (Bauer, Vlijter) 6:26;
XU-Cooke (Schaefer) 53:53; UA"Eller
(Maddox) 77:13; UA-Antal (Wild) 89:09;
UA-Antal (Apple) 94:28. Shots:UA-9, XU3. Saves: UA-Wahl, I; XU-Wesseling, 3
(79:17) Lower, 1. Fouls: UA-19, XU-12.
Cards: XU-yellow-Crosby, 10:39; XU-yelluw-Spaccarelli, 51:04; UA-yellow-Antal;
52:32; UA-yellow-Apple, 75:01; XU-redCrosby, 77:13; UA-red-Eller, 77:13, XUred-Wesseling, 79: 17; UA-coach Lolla. Con~·
ditions: 72° Clear. Attendance: 412.
Wisconsin 3, Xavier.0
Sun., Sept. 14
McClimon Soccer Complex
Madison; WI
Scoring: UW-Watson, 1:59; UW-Ko~alski ·
(Erhard, Kehoe) 29:06; UW-Morehead
• (Stonn)79:47. Shots:XU-4,; UW-I5:saves:
~

• ,

,

. The author works out his new titanium driver at a nearby driving
range. In addition to improving his golf game, he finds the range to
be very relaxing.

~

,

,

XU-Lower, 5; UW-Wilson, 3. Fouls: XU10, UW-9. Conditions: 74• Cloudy and hazy.
Attendance: 515.

Mediilist: Jamie Rogers, Nebraska (210):
Xavier Scorers: T37-Steve Dixon, 223; T47Matt Servies, 225; T60-Michael Ries, 226; .
T71-T.J. Wilson, 228; T94-JeffMarr, 234.

Volleyball

at Amerihost Classic
Oxford, OH
Xavier def. Tennessee Tech

12-15, 15-8, 12-15, 15-8, 17-15
. Fri., Sept. 12
K: XU-81 (Osterday-28); TT-75 (Melchiorre27). A: XU-78 (Espelage-50); TT-71
(Ortegal-35). SA: XU-8 (four with 2); TI-4
(Ortegal-2). Blks: XU-I I, TT-15. Attendance: NIA. LOM:·2:17.
Xavier def. Georgetown

15-6, 15-13, 13-15,4-15,
Sat., Sept. 13

15~11

K: GU~63 (Gill-17); XU-64 (Osterday-19).
A: GU-42 (Bloodgood-29); XU-60
(Espelage-55). SA: GU-7 (Gill-3); XU-9
(Espelage, Hamann-3). Blks: GU-3, XU-14.
Attendance: NIA. LOM: 2:10.
Miami def. Xavier

Women's Golf
Mary Fossum Invitational
Fri.-Sun., Sept. 12-14
East Lansing, Mich..
Par72
Team Scores: Indiana, 909; Michigan State,
934; Iowa, 946; Notre Dame, 968; Michigan,
974; Ohio U., 986; Toledo~ 990; Bowling
Green, 991; Tri-State, 1008; Xavier 1012;
Franklin, 1019; Cincinnati, 1026; Fenis State,
1037; Indianapolis, 1060;Alma, 1144.
Medalist: Kasey Gant, Michigan (216) ..
Xavier Scorers: Tl 9-MelissaBeck, 242; T3 lMelissa Kenny, 249; T42-Paula Greening,
·253; T72-Christy· Fout, 268; 80-Tracey
Brown, 278; Krista Wellman, 299.

15-7, 15-11, 15-8
Sat., Sept. 13

Women's Cross Country
Miami Invitational
Sat., Sept. 13
Oxford, Ohio

K:XU-49(0sterday-17);MU-54(Stark~l3).

5K

A:XU-44(Espelage-28);MU-46(Stout-41). Team Scores: Miami, 25; Cincinnati, 47;
SA: XU-2 (Maitner-2); MU-6 (Collins-3). Louisville, 75; Wright State 162; Xavier
..
Blks:XU-B;MU-12. Attendance:413. LOM: ' 174.
I :30..
Top Finisher: Laurel Simcox, Miami (18:31)
· Xavier Finishers: 26-B.lanche Fisher, 20:57;
Jan Feichtner, 21 :53; Laura Edwards, 22:00;
Men's Golf
·Katie _Bergman; 22:b6;Jennifer Buckley,
22:22. ..
Falcon-Cross Creek Invitational
.
;
.
Fri.-Sun., Sept. 12"14
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Men's Cf'.oss Country
Par 72 . . ..
Miami f nvitational
Team Scores: Califomia865; Colorado State ·
. F
Sat., Sept. 13
869; .A1r orce 871; Wyoming 873; Ne-.
. O~ford, Ohio
braska 875; Illinois 880; San Diego State·
886; Eastern Washington 887; Utah 888;
Sk
Colorado 892; Ball State 892; Weber State · Team Scores: Miami, 19; Cincinnati, 46;
896; Notre Dame 896; Texas.Wesleyan 898; . Louisville, 102; Wright State 138; Belmont,
Boise Staie 898; Xavier 899; Grand Canyon l 74i Xavier 193.
· · ··
·
·
902; Missouri 910; Califomla~Davis 912; Top Finisher:Sam Bell, Miami (25:09)
Kansas State 923; Air Force J;V,'928; Mis- Xavier Finishers: 29"Joe·Burzynski, 27:01;
souri-Kansas City 929; St. Louis 933; South- 32-Dave Pickman, 27 :0.7; . 41-Scott
em Utah 938.
Holzknecht, 27:46; Randy Dublikar, 27:48;
Chris Geinlarui; 28:03 •..
~
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Kickers boot pair of ga01es
. unranked following their victory
over Xavier.
DIVERSIONS EDITOR
Friday's home contest against
. What st~ed out looking like Akron had a few brighter moments
a.· promi~ing season for . Xavier's for the struggling Muskies, but they
men'ssoccerteamis_slowlystarting fell 3-2 in overtime to the Zips.
to look very similar to the disapFormostofthematchitlooked
pointing seasons of the past.
as th~ugh the Muskies were in conAfter a 2-1-1, start the trol as theyjumped out to a 2-0 lead
Muskeeters dropped tough matches . and dominated much of the game.
at the hands of University of Akron
·.Senior Bill Schaefer started
andthe U~iversity of Wisconsin to the Musketeer.scoring in the sixth
fall to 2-3-1.
minute, as he notched his third goal
In Sunday's contest, Xa,vier of the season offassi,stsfrom senior
found themselves on the road chal~ · co-captain Jeff Bauer and sopho~
lenging the 1995 NCAA Champi- more Maringo Vlijter;
ons. Despite the fact that Wisconsin . : · Xavier domina.ted the Zips·
is in somewhat ofa rebuilding year, with ball control and aggressivethey still had enough fire power to ness, making crisp passes ancl outputaway the Muskeeters 3-0.
, hustling a young Akron squad ... ·
The Badgers controlled the
The Musketeers continued to
match from start tc) finish, scoring play some of their best soccer of the
the game's first goal two minutes season through the rest of the first
into the match.
·
half and most of the second half.
Wisconsin's, defense held
Xavieralsododgedabulletin
Xavier's. offense in check as the . thefinaltwominutesofthefirsthalf
Musketeers were out-shot 15-4.
as the Zips puttwo.shots off the post
The Badgers added goals in and one over the goal from a mere
the 29th and 79th minute to put the six feet out. The Muskies gladly
final at 3-0 and send the Muskies on took a 1-0 lead into the half.
a long road trip home. Wisconsin
Junior Chas Cooke put the
jumped to 16 country after being Muskies up 2-0 with his fourth goal
BY STEVE S~ITH

of the season that was assisted by
Schaefer in the 53rd minute of the
match. Cooke currentiy leads the
team with nine points.··
The next 20 minutes were
played· very evenly as X avoided
numerous Akron attempts, Sophomore David Spacarelli and senior
Mike Crosby prevented Akron goals
with two crucial back saves.
In the 77th minute of play the
Zips finally got on the board to pull
within one goal.
Crosby and goalkeeper Paul
Wessling received red cards, as well
as Akron's Allen Eller, leaving the
Muskies playing a man short. Akron tied the game with 51 seconds
left in the match, in large part because of the man advantage.
Akron then scored the game
winner just four and a half minutes
into overtime, to make the final 3~2.
Xavier out shot Akron 9-4,
but were called for nine more fouls
than the Zips.
Up next for Xavier is a trip to
Evansville this Sunday to take on a
Purple Aces squad that the Musketeers. are 1-16-1 lifetime against.
Evansville finished last seson
ranke~.20th in the country.

Bill Schaefer was one of the bright spots this past weekend for the
men's soccer team. He scored one goal and assisted another in
·'
Xavier's overtime loss to Akron on Friday:

Spikers ·pick up two wins a ~,..

::
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EVERY FRIDAY• THE ULTIMATE DANCE PARTY
The best of '70s, '80s, '90s dance music

Bv MATT BARBER
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Beginning Wed. Sept .. 17 . and . every Wed.

The Xavier women's volleyball team is finally seeing the light
thathead coachFloydDeaton promised they would see.. Xavier won
two of its three matches this past
weekend to take second place at the
Miami University Amerihost Classic in Oxford, Ohio. The two wins
improve the Musketeer's record to
2-6 and give them a huge confi- .
dence boost heading into Atlantic .
10 Conference play next weekend.
XU needed all five games to
·beat both Tenessee Tech (6~5)' on
Friday night and Georgetown (5-5)
on Saturday afternoon. The Musketeers' third match of the weekend ..·
·agrunst the newly renamed Miami
Redhawks saw Xavier;s inconsistent serve open the door for their
opponent, as Miami (~~4) rolled up ·
a three-games-to-none· victory
Sophomore Beth Osterday stepped up in Xavier's two victories this
Saturday night.
..
.
. past weekend at the Amerihost Classic at Miami. She had 47 kills in
TheTenesseeTechmatchwas
.the Muskie wins, and registered a total of64 over.the weekend.
exti-emely close and wellplayed. by. se~son.
Xavier outplayed the tournament and they placed two
both teams. Xavier lo~f the frrst Ge()rgetown on the defensive side players on the all-tournament team.
game to Tech 12...:15, but caine back ofi.he net, recording 14 blocks to the Sophomore outside hitters Jenuy
to win the second by a 15-8 mark. Hoyas' three. ·Service errors let Janszen and Beth Osterday were
xu· and Tech again exchang~d .· Georgetown back into the match as bothhonoredfortheirexcellentplay
games by identical scores 12-15, the Musketeers committed 18 over the weekend.
15-8. The third game came down to against the Hoyas.
"We're starting to put things
whowanteditmore,andtheMuskeXavier. went into the third together, said Deaton. "We came
teers could smell their first win of matchlookingforacleansweepand throughthetoughpartofourschedtheseason. In rally-scoring, Xavier the tournament crown, but Miami ulewithagoodattitude. Weputtwo
prevailed 17-15, needing every bit. had other plans. Miami won ·all sophmores on the all-tournament
of the game to win.
three games easily 15-7, 15-11, 15- team. We're young, we're going-to
In the second match against 8. Again ·service errors kept XU have our ups and downs, but it's
Georgetown, the Musketeers from playing their best as the Mus- showtime coming up."
.
grabbed the first two games f5-6, keteersrecorded i7 ofiliem. Xavier
Xavier opens· A-id piay at
15-13. XU then faltered, falling iri did show some spunk in the third Rhode ISiand {5-4) on Friday and
games three and four by scores of game when, at match point, it took then travels to U Mass (4-5) on
13-15 and 4-15. · Xavier again Miami nine service rotations to fl- Saturday. The Musketeers' first
mustered the needed. effort, out- nally ~~ore the winning point.
home gaine is against A-10 rival
The Musketeers ended up in Dayton (3-4) on Wednesday, Sept.
scoring the Hoyas 15-ll for win
number two of the weekend and second place behind host Miami in·· 24, at the' Schmidt<Fieldhouse;

on.

COLLEGE NIGHT!!! 2 live bands; DJ& live

broadcast from Channel Z from 7-1 Opm
hosted by SterJing! .
.
Wed. Sept. 17 -Your favorite aance bands Jonzei and Forehead
Every Sunday - The Original Sunday Night Fever
The home of the best disco in town·

Every Wed.; Frj., Sat. $1 ~oo Drinks

* Concert Calendar *
Thurs. Sept. 18 Merle Haggard with Stagger Lee
Sat. Sept. 20 Strutter, the KISS tribute!
Thurs. Sept. 2 5 Bruce Dickenson with Geezer and
Puller
·Tickets available at Ticketmaster and Allnie's

GIVE US TIME TO·REPAY
YOUR LOAM.

After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past.
Under the Army's Loan
Repaynientprogram,each
year you serve on active duty
reduces your indebtedness by
on~third or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater, up to a
$65,000 limit.
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
.and certain other federally insured loans which are not
in default.
·
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

513-731~4400
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:,
www.goarmy~com·

·
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Diversions

Xavier appears in Playboy

.
''In & Out'' toes the line
·.

'•

BY DAVE CAPELLETIY
FILM CRITIC

The proud Jesuit tradition.of Xavier Universiy and the respected
(?) journali~tic values of Playboy crossing p'aths? Seems like an odd
conflicfof interest, doesn't it? Well, don't hold your breath because it's
happened. Xavier appears in in Playboy's "College Blowout Issue"
(OCtober 1997), along with a local drinking establishment, as a part of
the magzine's first ever list of America'sTop 100 College Bars.·
It would seem appropriate that pana'.s or The Woods (The
Norwood Cafe) would be the local pub riding above Xavier's hallowed
name in this issue, but a surprise is within. Clifton drinking establishment, Tavern Inn the Wood, has been bestowed the honor of being sided
with X's reputable name.
Is Tavern Inn the Wood truly a Musketeer bar? Hard to say. Many
Xavier coeds frequent the now 'famed' bar, but it seems that most
Xavier students have tI:ieir stories form either Dana's or The Woods.
Editor's note:· Survey results were based on random polling_ done
by Beyond the Wall. Students were called randomly at 150 campuses
and thousands more participated in online voting.

The following titles are scheduled for release on Sept. 23:
Gregg Allman, One More Try (Polydor/Chronicles) ... Boyz II
Men, Evolution (Motown) ... Busta Rhymes, When Disaster Strikes
(Elektra) ... George Clinton, Live and Kickin' (two CDs; 1997 shows)
(Intersound) ... Elton John, The Big Picture (Rocket)... LL CootJ;The
Smithsonian (Def Jam/Mercury) ... Don McLean, Primetime (Hip0) ... Morphine, B-Sides and Otherwise (Rykodisc) ... Pink Floyd, A
Collection of Great Dance Songs, A Momentary Lapse of Reason, The
Final Cut, The Wall and Wish You Were Here (newly
reniastered)(Columbia)... The ;.f>sycho, Realm, The Psycho Realm
(Rufthouse) ... ·Matthew Ryan, Mayday (A&M).:. The Sundays, Static
& Silence (DOC) ... The Beautiful South, blueis the colour (Ark 21) ...
all dates are tentative.

Concerts· A Go Go
Tonight
Isaac Green & The Skalars w/ Magadog and The Articles at
The Garage. Ticketmaster 562-4949 or at the door.

Saturday, Sept. 20
Alan Jackson w/LeAnn Rimes at Riverbend Music Center.
Ticket master 562-4949.
The Samples w/Jeremy Toback at Bogart's. Select-a~Seat7211000 or 1-800-232-9900. Also available at the door.
Hogscraper at Sudsy Malone's. 751-9011or751-2300.

Sunday, Sept. 21
Pantera w/ Machine Head at Rivei:bend Music Center.
Ticketmaster 562-4949.

Coming soon~..
.
.
. .
Sarah McLachlan, Brad, Jayhawks, k.d~ Jang; Motley Cme,
Cheap Trick, Clutch, Vertical Horizon, (:oal Chamber, Fleetwood
Mac, Nanci Griffith, Brooks & Dunn, Reba McEntire, Why Store,
moe., Dance Hall Crashers, Michael Flatley Lord of the Dance, Steve
Winwood, and Primus.

the Marshwi.ggles
.
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Thursday, Sept. 18
7 p·.m •.

Residential Mall
·
Diversions friend Mike Neuroth absolutely loves these
guys (nevermind they fact that they· are.his fi.riends) and the
Diversionsstaffgavethemalistenandapproves. Sodon'tmiss
out on this free event and an opportunity to be educated on the
issues of homelessness, poverty,' and oth~r socialjustice issues
as a part of Shantytown.

Howard Brackett is your run~
of-the-mill English teacher in smalltown Greenleaf, Ind. His' life is
basic, if not simple. He teaches on
a weekly basis, and also coaches,
counsels, and when he has time, he
spends it with his fiancee of three ·
years, Emily Montgomery (Joan
Cusack.) The only major excitement in his life is the fact that he is
getting married in the next week,
'and one of his former students,
Cameron, is nominated for Best
Actor at the Academy Awards.,
Unfortunately for Howard, ,
Cameron wins the award, and thanks
. his former teacher... and then in front
ofthe world, announces that Howard
is gay. This surprised "outing" stuns
the town, his family, his fiancee,
and well, Howard, himself.
Suddenly, Howard is national
news. Every newsmagazine and
trash reporter in the Unlted States Howard Bracket (Kevin Kline) r:eads up on being a man in "In & Out."
comes to the heartland to interview
the "talk of the town," especially funny scenes, especially· where
Peter Malloy (Tom Selleck), who Howard buys a self help book on
plans to follow Howard until the "How-tci Test Your Masculinity."
question is fi~ally answered. Life The problem was that between the
becomes "hell" for Howard, but it good scenes, there was slow, usealso makes hil!l question his own less, dead time which should have
sexuality and eventually come up been cut. Butthatwouldhavemade
. ·.· . · the movie an hour.. · · Most of the
with an answer. ·
After seeing the preview for · entertainment and· solid. humor
this movie, I was. truly psyched to comes in the first half of the movie,
see ii. It had .all the important but the second half was dcy and
·illgredients: humor and Kevin Kline. ·· . bland. It became ovefly predictable
Afterseeing"AFishCalledWanda" and that's unfortunate for a film
(of which he received an academy with such great promise.
award,) I was sold on the com.edic
Kline'sperformanceasaman
talents of Kevin Kline.
grappling with his own sexuality,
Unfortunately, this movie did while on the verge of a marriage, is
notdeliverwhatitpromised: a good quite good. Joan Cusack's perforcomedy. Sure there were many mance as the unsuspecting fiancee

isuncannyandtrulystealstheshow,
aswellasDebbieReynolds' (hotoff
of the solid comedy "Mother,")
whose one-liners are unforgettable.
But solid acting by a great cast, and
evenadecentdirector,FrankOz(of
Muppet fame.as well as the great
comedies "What About Bob?" and
"Dirty Rotten Scoundrels,") cannot
save this film.
I looked forward to this com-.
edy because it had such promise to
be one of the few good comedies
. this fall. But I. did· not leave the
theaterwiththefeelingofjustspend~

ing nearly 2 hours laughing my butt
off. If I had to give it a letter grade,
I would present it with a "U'' for
Underachieving.

Yes! Michigan
BY TOM DECORTE

Another
highlight on the.
disc is the aforeOnce again, the independent mentioned Dorrecord label, Aware Records, has othy, which gives a
put together a compilation that suit- wide range of its
ably exposes the listener to many talent on the album.
On their first
different styles and bands.
On their latest effort, "The · offering, "Morning
Michigan Compilation #1", Aware After," Dorothy
gives some national coverage to shows their fierce
some of the hottest bands in Michl- side, with a .hard
gan.
rockerthatbeltsout
The sounds are varied, rang- some loud, shrill
ing from the female fronted sounds guit.ars.
of the East Lansing based Dorothy,
With their
to the.melodic sounds of Nineteen second contribuWheels.
tion, "Golden Rings," amoreacous- of their songs on the compilation,
The compilation starts out. ticsoundisdisplayed, withaperfor- "I'm a Line" and "Hob Knob" rewith the fiery "Colorado'' by Nine- mance worthy of 10,000 Maniacs.. flect this style.
Another standout is Scoit Fab,
teen Wheels. Wheels, which also Lead vocalist Susan Rae Vecchio's
provides another track, "Big Secret;" voice, combined with the accordion a Detroit based band. Unlike many
tothealbum,alsoappearedonAware playing of keyboardist Rob recent Detroit bands to gain notori•
#4, which features bands from all Casquejo, make this track a winner'.· · ety like Insane Clown Posse and ·
around.
the
country.
.
For those who prefer the Sponge, Fab offers a more relaxed,
"Colora.do" has instant pop trippier .side of rock, there's the' introspective style that is very. Jis.,.
·
appeal with its catchy .refrain ,and Grand Rapids band Domestic J':rob- tenable.
l
·
· ·
I dd" · ·
·
th
na it1ontoputtingout ese
guitar riffs.,. "Big Secret" is a bit ems.
more interesting to the critical ,ear,
Domestic P~oblenis vibes in. compilation albums, Aware is also
· with puncturing vocals by lead singer the Blues Traveler and.Phish. tradi- • now releasing fuU lerigth CDs from
Chris Johnston and hard hitting per-. ti on using scat-like. vocals and long itS featured artists: Nineteen Wheels'
cussionbydrummerGregWiHiams; soloinstrumeritaljamsessions; B,oth . new disc, ''Six Ways to Sunday," is
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

miiimiiniimiiiiiiiimiiimBilRlllm•Rll•lll

now available.

·

'The Gallle' ·wins with thrills
BY DAVE CAPPELLETTY
FILM CRITIC .
Imagin~ that you ar.e a wealthy

man trapped inside a boring, iso~:
lated life. You are rich beyond your
wildest dreams, yet most of your
dreams are unfulfilled. You spend
every waking hour at work, and
come home, 'not to your beautiful
wife and loving dog, but to the din of
CNN spitting out the latest stock
prices and insider information. Life
is so uninteresting that even on your
48th birthday you begin to understand why your father, whose business you now own, killed himself on
the same day.
This is the unfortunate life led
by Nicholas Van Orton. (Michael
Douglas) in "The Game." Everything is distant from him except his
job, his lawyer, and "Dollars and
Sense" on CNN. His 48th birthday
comes, and it is just another working day until he has lunch with his
brother, Conrad (Sean Penn), who
presents him with a gift certificate
to CRS (Consumer Recreation Services) to participate in a "game."
Conrad leave~ no explanation of this·
adventure, excep(that it radically

Editor's note:
This week's CD reviews feature selections from the Editors of
the Newswire and their favorite albums of all time, and as usual we
have reviews of current releases to
wet your pallate. ·

The best...
Rush.
Presto
(Atlantic)

"Sun spots fire on the horizon; meteor rain stars across the
night; this moment may be brief, bu_t
it cati seem so bright; refl.ected in
another source of light. when the
moment dies, the spark still flies,
reflected in another pair ofeyes."
· When· asked toselect my favorite album of all-time, it was clear
· that it had to be one from my favorite group, Rush. ChoosingoneRush
album that encompassed all of the
. re~ons I enjoy _the group was ex-

changed his
life.
Hesitant for a ·
few days,
Nicholas
decides to
use
his
present after much
prodding
by friends
and family.
He agrees
to CRS's
terms, takes
an exten;
sive physical/mental
e x a .m
(whichisto
find·
a
p er son's ·
breaki·ng
point) and is.

·"game." ·
This

film is a

Michael Douglas runs wild in the thriller "The Game".

told that the "game," will begin at
any time.
Slowly but surely, the ...game"
begins. A waitress spills a drink all
over his lap. Is it on purpose, or just
an everyday accident? He sees a
man having .a seizure on the street.

Should he help or is he just another
facade to· the "game"? These acts
are just the beginning of his contest,
and from this point on he is thrown
into a quagmire of uncertainty and
complication; thus blurring the dis-.
tinction between realitv and the

non-stop
thriller,
which keeps
one guessing every
step Of the
way. Itcare'fully takes a
man's . monotonous
life
and
throws it
into 'ih~. eye
ofthestorm.
Everything
he ,
has
known:up.to
this point is
slowly beginning to
tuinonhim,
and his enfue

being is in shambles. · There is no
one he can trust, not even a cab
driver, and there is nowhere he can
gotoavoidthe"game"becauseeven
in Mexico, it follows him: A_nd to
make matters worse for Van Orton,
as each sta!!e of the "!!ame"

progresses, so does the risk and danger taking him to the edge.
"The Game" was directed by
David Fincher, the genius behind
such great dark movies as "Alien 3"
and "Seven". He presents a stimulating movie that, similar to "The
Usual Suspects" and his own
"Seven", maintains our perplexity
up until the very end itself. Douglas' performarice brings much life
to the "dead" Nicholas Van Orton.
He makes 'us care .that his entire
being is in total shambles, and to
want him to overcome the "game"
itself. Also, a very solid performance was made by Deborah Kara
Unger (from the sexually deviant
movie "Crash") as Van Orton's unlikely female companion, who
slowly guides him on his quest for
the end.
"The Game" plays perfectly
on people's fear to lose total control
of their lives and their sanity. The
question one has to keep asking
throughout is whether the ''game" is
out to enhance the life of Van Orton
or to take it from him? And that
question alone keeps you in your
seat for the duration of the movie.

on CD. I got the cassette in the sixth
tremely difficult.
_VerticalHorizo:ri · · · and 'if,fr's.,~ot upbeat enough for
your taste; check out their sophoI could have easily have cho- grade, and I've played it so many
There and Back Again ._ more effort '~Running On Ice," or
sen one of their more popular al- tiines that it's worn out in some
(Rhythmic)
thefr . ~v~i:whelilling new. release,
bums such as "21.12" or "Moving places. It's Pixies "Surfer Rosa".
This album represents the best
. ••pve Stages.''
Pictures," but to me their 1989 CD,
.-Steve Smith
"Presto," truly defines the band and of Pixies' raw nerve guitar chords
·.. DiversionsEditor
and pulse pounding drums, not to
their essence.
The opening paragraph is the mention the vocal lines of Frank
refrain from the disc's second track, Black (sometimes shrill and hyper,
October Project
"Chain Lightning." It's this kind of sometimes low and smooth) and Kim ...
lyric writing, combined with their Deal (whose velvet voice is now
· · (Epic)·
exceptional musicianship that has with The Breeders);
. "Surfer Rosa", 'made in 1988,
made Rush a great band.
The album starts with an old is highlighted by songs such as the
fashioned bard rocker, "Show Don't quizzical "WhereisMyMind?"and
Tell," where guitarist Alex Leifson hard drivers "Tony's Theme", "I'm
Harmonizing voices, flexible .·
belts out one of his best guitar riffs Amazed", and "Cactus". Show- guitars, compelling lyrics, and raw
cased also are Deal's mellow "Gi- . talent make this_ album a must.
of all time.
"Chain Lightning" and gantic" and the instrumental "River
A debut effort· that sounds
"Scars"are inspirational songs that Euphrates".
much more mature k¢eps fti~s/disc
This is the kind of album that spinning in my Cl) play~r.
fire the emotions even after hearing
makes you want. to drive fast and Matt Scannell and Kfilth Kane have ' ·
them dozens of times.
What makes the album com- beat the hell out of your steering put together a dis~ th~t setthe:~tan- ·
plete are the songs written about wheel while keeping rhythm.
<lard for whathi:tS beconiea po\Yer- · . . .Iti~-sat~:·that.you don't know
Razor-edged musicianship fulcareer'in the crazy world pfmti- .·. wbafyqu'vigot until it's gone. I
different kinds of topics besides love
and relationships. "War Paint" de- and lyricism are characteristics that ·sic.··
·: · - ·· .· · ·
· · . think.that's wtiarhappened for me
scribes the masks we put on to the make.Pixies' sound definitive and
Siric~thisdebut, the guys have ·.·with the band October Project.
world, while "Superconductor" de- unable to be categorized into any grown to a full band and make VH a
. The quiittet from New Jersey
scribes the attitude_s of most celebri- cheesy music store class.
fi~ture in college CD coHeqtions' .· put outtwo albums before breaking
And, although I have broad across the country.
ties, with the packaging. of a funky
. up in the summ,er of 1996. Their .
Geddy Lee ba8s line and Neil Peart musical tastes that range from .the
. "There and Back Again," of~_ 19.93 _self-titled release- may have
Indigo Girls andAni Difranco to the fers a range of acoustic based°trac1cs ' ,sold alittle over 200,000 copies, but
· drum track.
-Tom DeCorte Offspring and J3eastie Boys to the that
find apermanent place in_·• 'itremains one of my favorite discs.
Editor-In-Chief _Wu Tang Clan and LL Cool J (and your eei~ctic soul. searching mind: . . .The band uses an eclectic mix
· .. naturally· include Dave Matthews
·. The striking lyric driven "On·'. of keyboards; guitars, and percusBand!), Pixies is always' a blast from ·the Sea," will quicklf,gecoi;i,ie:'a:' .sioll tp create deep melodies and a
Pixies
the past and a solid favorite that fits favorite along witl:),th~,tqucping Ioye ·celestiru sound.
.
·
Surfer Rosa ·
any of my hundr~d moods. . .,
•song "Trying to Find Purpose;'' and
But the signature of this group
(Elektra)
-Lauren Mosko the inspirationa~ "Mountain Sopg.''
..
Asst. Diversion Editor
This disc is the ~rfect pla~e
continued on page 13
One of my favorite albums of
to
find
solitude
in
your
everyday
life
all time is one that! don't even have

will
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No.other
the Garage and their fans until they
played two encores.
The first was· a two song p~r
AssT. DIVERSIONS EDITOR
formance, consisting of the nonsensical ''Something's Wrong" and
"Old Woman", from their last alA little over a year ago, Alanis
··· · bum. The second was an unrelealied
Morrisette performed at Riverbend
acousitC solo by Sarah.
in front of a packed house. . Her
· The show was the .perfect
opening act was a little-known Bel-'
·blend of songs from the first album
gian band who called themselves ·
"The Great ·Subconscious Club"
K's Choice. Last Tuesday, K's
(which is difficult to find in the
Choice returned to Cincinnati, this
United States), "Paradise in Me,"
time as headliners .with .the radio
and previously unrelea8ed .tracks. ·
smash "Not an Addict"·under their
The audience seemed to'leave satis~ ·
belts.
fled and energized.
'
'
There's absolutely no better
After the show, the Diversipns
way to describe this band than to
staff got to chat with the band~
call them electric. From the minute
speaking mostly with Sarah and Erik, ·
Sarah, Bart, Erik, Jan,. and Gert
They were extremely open,.honest,
strolled single-file into the Garage,·
and friendly-icing on the cake of a
the place was alive.
perfect night. · ·
The band never stopped mov-,
We spoke a lot about their
ing during the 50 minute set; lead·
amazing stage presence; they assinger Sarah Bettens jumped, strutserted that the band was just out to
ted, and slammed her way through
have a good time. Sarah commented
each song, perfoi:ming both on bassduring the show that, ''If [she] has a
photo by Steve. Smith
ist Erik Verheyden's back and on
chance to put a smile on someone's
K's Choice rock the stage at Jammin' On Main last spring
top of the drum set during a few
face [she'll] take it :every time."
songs. The crowd's attention was struck up little conversations with
Regardless of whether the accompaninient.
And she did;·
Perhaps the most touching
held from start to finish.
those dose to the stage. This .inter- song being played was a shockwave
·It i's clear that this talented
The set opened with "To This. action with the crowd made the show jam or an emotional ballad, the lyr- gesture from the band was the dedi- group no longer needs Alanis to win
Day", and then keptthe crowd mov~ a bit more personal.
ics grabbed the audience by the cation of the song "Sound Only You the love of their fans in Cincinnati.
ing with raw tracks from their 1995
K's Choice shifted gears mid- throat, .gut, cir heart--,most of the Can Hear", to the people of CincinK's Choice is currently work- ·
album, "Paradise in Me." . High- set and played bac\c to back slower time all three.
nati. Sarahsmiledcoylyandpointed ing on a new album in Belgium
The crowd sang along, with at the Garage-goers ali she sang, which should arrive in the United
lighted were the haunting "Mr. .tracks "My Heart" and "Song for
Freeze", the stoic "Iron Flowe(, '.Catherine·~: Lyrics like, " ... we were "Not an Addict", led passionately "~ ..listen when I'm sileilt;'there's a States next Spring.
and the title track.
.. surprised to learn that love feels like· by Sarah and her brother, Gf?rt. After s9uµd that only you card1ear... "
Betweeneachsong,Sarahgra~ pain ... ",lefttheaudienceinaweand. the song'was over, Sarah grinned ·
Thesetendedalltoosoon,but.
.
... and thanked the-audience fotthe. 'thebandwas'not~lowedtoescape
ciously thanked the audience and. theZipposablaze.

BY LAUREN MOSKO
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Sarah Bettens ·of· K's Choice
' BY STEVE SMITH

DIVERSIONS EDITOR

.,

.Photo by Stev~ Smith

K"s Choice has a hot single "Not '1-ti Addici'' aiid also a hoi lead
singer, Sarah Bettens. ·
·
·

She's happily married to her
'tour manager, loves the Indigo Girls
arid Ash BriefFaith, favors San Fraricisco and Toronto as· tour stops,
spends most of her time writing
friends and taking in the vibe of the
cities she visits, and she only drinks
Gatorade on stage because water is
·· ·
too boring. ··
·
She is Sarah Bettens, lead
singer of alterna-rock phenom.K's
. Choice,' and she sat down to chat
with the ·Newswire on the band's
new tour bus a few hours before
their compelling performance at The
Garage last Tuesday. Here's what
she had to say:
Newswire.: This is the third
time you've been to Cincinnati in
just over a year, what's the vibe
you've picked up walking around
town?
· ·
Sarah Bettens: The first time
we came to Cincinnati we were opening for Alanis and no one knew who
we were. Then, when we were here
this spring, we opened the.. main
s'tage at the festival (Jammin' oh
,Main) downtown anci· the crowd
there was really irito our show; They
respon'ded 'fo our. energy Very intently and it was a great show. I;m
excited about being back, it's fun to
conie back to a town a few times and

see how the crowds vary as they
hear more of your stuff, especially
with the success that "Not An Addiet" has had.
N: You mention the success
of "Not .An Addict". H<:iw · lia\;e
things changed for you. with that
supcess and as you prepare to release a new single and, eventually; a
new album?
· .
SB: Things really haven't
changed thatmuchforus; We're
stillthe same people with the same
passion to play mtisic. People have
started to notice me when I'm out a
bit, buf that's OK because I love
interacting with fans. when l have
the time. The people that come to
the shows. and buy the CDs .are the
ones that are allowing us to tour,
meet a lot of great people, and make .
new albums.
. .
. .
N: Would you consider'yourself to have· fallen. into the stereotype of being a 'rock star;?
SB: As you say, the common
thoughts that go with theterin 'rock
star' are pretty stereatypical. Sure,
there ar.e bands and bandffiembers
that fall into. the hole of abusing
fame and notkriowing how to handle
the fame. We certainly aren't that
big, but as far as': what we've experienced, and I'm sure a fot of other
bands havetold you this, the stereotype is exactly that, a stereotype.
We spend our time in a bus,

all

traveling from· city to city, from
sound check to sound check. There
are no five star hotels or gourinet
dinners. Don'tmisunderstandme;I
love this life and wouldn't trade it
for anything. I love being on stage.
You can be ·tired and struggling,
then get ·on-stage and the audience ·
instantly brings life bacldnto your
soul. It'sagreaHhrill,wejustdon't
live the lifestyle many assume we
do.
·
N: Talk a lfttl~ about' the '
music and history of K.' s Choice. ·
s:B: We started out in Belgillm ~ The Choice, and as we progressed there were other b~nds already with that mime; so we wanted
to change it tCI something simple
and short. Forsomereasoil we came
up' with K, a~d it was perlect. .· ...
. We're just a·gi<Jue'ofmusic
lovers w~olo:veto play great musk.
We 'are. always trying to improve
and expand ourabilities, while realizing our li~tatipns. Our, success is
abitofa~ul-prise, ~utapleasant()ne.
.. Our next,single,"Scm,nd Only
,You Can Heai-F comes out next
~eek. '..'fhen:in November we are
heading backhome t~ recor~l new
album, which we are really excited
about. We've been~rying out dew
new. songs on stage, and they',ve
been.:wel\ received, sq that mak('ls it ·
even more exciting tqget backin the
Stf!dio ..·.
· ··
· · ·
·

a

continued from page 11

is the powerful and poetic singing of
voclaistMary Fahl.'HervoiCe works
inperfectconsonaricewiththebackup singing of keyboardistMarina
Belica.
The band met in the garage of
the other keyboardist, Emil Adler.
He writes all the music for the band,
while the lyrics are composed by
Julie Flanders.
October: Project played
Bogart's in October,. 1995, for a
quaint gathering in support of their
second effort,. Falling Farther In.
Thehightlightsoftheevening,how.:;
ever, were tracks from their first
album.
Poignant renditions of"Ariel"
and "Bury My Loveli' moved the
crowd early in the set. The·show
ended with an energetic version of
the first album's closing track, "Be
My Hero". The melodic start of the
song gave way to ari extended musical finale that only left the crowd
wanting more.
-Pete Holtermann
Sports Editor

With lines like "My heart won't put I do commend them for mixing difyou through 'What my mind said fereritstiA~s; Theycould'vecutout
should happen now," and the sweet half of the2 l songs on this and had
harmo~ies between the two distinct .••more effecralbum.
voices, it's easy to stop and play the ·
-Mark.Donahue
· ballad.again. ·
. Diversions Writer
Another poignant song is•
."CadillacJackFavor'.' which relates •·
Regurgitator
the story of a man framed for homi'.fu~Plang
cide and the injustice of the legal
(Reprise)
system, especially in small-town
This is stupid. They're trying
America, · where slipped money
to be Ween I think, but I'm not sure.
equals votes. ·
However,thefirstsongonthe The music is alternative rock gartrack is clearly myfavorite. Entitled bage and the lyrics are about fellatio
"Like the Rain;" it compares falling and sex and stuff, how fun. Their
in love 'to a thunderstorm. The attempts at irony are sort of lost
melody is unmistakable, and the because the music is so boring and
annoying;· Too. distracting to be
message undeni<tbly haunting.
··'
-Kara Benken funny. Buy the new .Ween record
NewsEditor instead.
-Tim Traynor
Diversions Writer

The rest... ·
.•:,

',.

311
Transistor
(Capricorn)

Clint Black
Greatest Hits
(RCA)
"Clint Black, ' the Gr.eatest
Hits" is an album guaranteed to be
appreciated. by any country fan, as
well as those who are still resisting
the urge to pick up some twang.
· . -·A combination.of his classics -. - . . .. . ~ ..
and his promised hits, Clint made
This is· the new bubble gum
his sixth album a treasury ofinspir- metal-given a buzzcut and some
ing and remorseful tales, ranging· piercings. ~ll candyci)atthe4:chuggfog guitars 'and slippecy tongue ·
from the fast-paced ~·A Good Run
Bad Luck", (f~atured in the movie.. vocals in a great deal Of reverb-it
"Maverick'',) fo a ljve recording or" ·\Vill never malce y9uwince~ no mat.:. ·
"Desperado." ·
ter how foud you play it. ·
Apersonalfavorite, "theHits"
,
Their in corporation of dub
is a CD I can sing to in the showe~, reggae beats and basslines is a bit
turn up for road trips, turn down for . more a~mirable, as some cuts slip
slow songs, and play over and over · along on a ·good groove.
again for sentimental moods. .
The more upbeat songs all
Even the biggestnon~country basically share the same tenipo and
fan will appreciate Clint's duet with rhythmic idea, so at .times 311 is
Wynonna Judd, "A Bad Goodbye." playing the same song over and over.

of

bined with a Smashing Pumpkins_ Strictly dance music serves a simple
cover band, untiltheitbreakoutthe ,puwose; and deserves little scruslide guitar arid then it really gets tiny.
. ugly: . Unprecedented. schlock. If .
-Mark Donahue
you bought this, I feel fo(you .. I
··•Diversions Writer
hope this band gets in a big wreck.
-Tim Traynor
Diversions Writer

Sister7

This the .Trip
(Arista Austin)

. Souvonica
8 112 Souveniers
(~ontinental) ..

I didn 'teven enjoy this at all,
as it stank of crass commercialism
from the get go. ru give Sister 7 the
benefit of the doubt and call them a
real band, instead of an assemblage
of hired studio musicians.
They've created a modern
music vacuum from which nothing
worthwhile can escape. This music
relies on stale and tedious choruses
built around power lurching and
annoying 'psychedelic' noises. It's
. BigWreck
Souvonica offer an : upbeat an overproduced mess. Sister 7
In Loving Memory Of•..
amalgam of pre-WW2 pop styles: a goes in one ear and out the other in
little, ragtime, a little swiitg, and · no seconds flat.
(Atlantic).
~Mark Donahue
some cabaret jazz. This tin pan alley
Diversions
Writer
Quote from bio: "Bringing . stuff has a catchy canter thaCllhave
their own brand of riff-driven pas- some folks doing the charleston;
sion and sharp musical instiricts into /
Is it musically heinous to revel
Zero
1991,Big Wreckmaketheirfirstfull in a past you were never part of?
. (PopMafia)
length recording and Atlantic Well, I consider all pop musicto be
Records debut with an album of interchangeable-soitreallydoesn't
Oh god, please no more.
matter. If Souvonicci wants to relive
unprecedented rock."
-Tim Traynor
Whatever. This is no good. a musical period that can be viewed
Diversions Writer
It's generic and. boring to name a as 'fun' and 'safe' simplybecauseif
short list. .Like Peter Gabriel com- is older, then more power to 'em.
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.Medium lTopping·Plzza,.$5.00
.·

$.5~ Q()

Large Cheese Pizza

.

,· can ·today to

. \.'.·.:register for
our FREE
GMAT,LSAT&
MCAT
admissions
seminars!

$ 3 . S0
Bread'. Sticks·.$ .·99.

Buffalo Wings

Thin crust or original dough only please · ··:;,, . ,.
Deep Dish crust & ·additional-toppings a.Cid $. 9~ ·. ;
No coupon necessary-· pick~up or delivery·.,~·.· ..

... . .· .•~-m.~~~~~2~;,i.···s~ . . ·. .
·course names ani registered 111c1em111cs °'.their nllPllC!iVe. OWftttrs.
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Hours: . Sun. - Thurs. 1 lam - lam
Fri. - Sat~ 1 lam - 2ani
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monday ·.·tuesday
September :22

September 23

"To dream of the person you
would like to be is to waste.:the
person,you are:"

Women with rackets can be
dangei:ous .. NKU better watch out
when the.Lady Muskies take a trip
down there for their season opener
at 3·p.1n. According to the sports
editor, "It's not at Xavier, but it is
just a shortjaunt across the river and
past the Party Source," since you
were heading in that direction
anyways;

ha~e b~en

You.
dying to know
how the Jesuits got started. Their
beginning is as interesting as the
beginning of the Smurfs. Too bad
they didn't make a play about that.
"The Story of the Pilgrim" is a oneman show on the life and ministry of
up and run to the nearest
September 21 , Si:. Ignatius of Loyola, the founder musicHurry
shop so you can pick up some
of the wonderful Jesuits. He is the
, basis of our incredible education of these new releases. Bjork wants
FREE T-SHIRTS! If you that we donate all of our limbs for. you to hush as you listen to her new
don't have an extensive collec- The play is at 8 p.m. in the University CD, "Homogenic." Elton John
tion of Xavier t-shirts" yet; be Center Theatre.
,
won't be. singing about Princess Di
one of the first dedicated XU
on his new CD "The Big Picture,"
students to the women's soccer
Join those with similiar needs butI am sure it is still worth hearing.
game: Not only do you get a free in.Bellarmine Chapel. They will be The Sundays will be singing. every
t-shirt and a game with Tennes- tpere every night, Monday thru day on your stereo after you invest
see at:2 p.m., but for a mere few Thursday, at 10 p.m. It's only half in their new release "Static & Si.extra; dollars, you also get an hour, so give _some of your time lence." Or, yo~ can run to the used
bratwurst and rootbeer. Now to the Man that will help you through CD store and buy some old disc you
this is a: deal you don't want to the next day.
have been wanting at a discounted
give up!
price.

-------------------------~------

wedntRlay saturday
September 17

September 2 0

WAKE UP AND SMELL
TIIE COFFEE, PEOPLE. And you
thought you were done reading about
coffee hour.. Well, I got news for
you. It's back, and today the CAPS
office is hosting it in their very own
office in Alter Hall. As always, it's
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. · Hopefully
you'll be up by then.

Saturday, in the park. I wish it
was the foui:th of July :·FIREWORKS?
If no, you are doing something wrong!

Somebody wrote ''WASH ME"
all over your automobile with his finger? Well, don't have a hissy. There
are two good ·things going on here.
One,· at least it was your car and not
you. Two, Commuter Services is
Hopefully you came back holding a car wash. Yes, a car wash,
from finding yourself. If you and they know a lot about cars because
haven't, then you are too much of a they drive their~s everyday. See for
complicated person to talk about.
yourself in the Rainbo Lot (Physical
Plant!hangs out there) between 11-3
Skala la la la la la la. Isaac p.m. It"ll only cost. $2, and that is
Green and the Skalars will be sing- probably in the ash tray, along with
ing away in the garage, or at The some otherstuff thatshouldn' t be stored
Garage. So, take your car and don't in warm areas.
drive into the garage, but to The
Garage.
·Flea markets and craft shows are
so college activity-like. Oh, well, isn't
that perfect? There~s one today. The.
23rd Annual Black Hand Gorge Festival is at the East entrance to the Black
Hand Gorge State Nature Preserve.
Notonlywill you be ableJo experience
the. flea market and craft show, but
there is. "a. bunch of other nature stuff
that sounds more entertaining than the
festival. And; get this, there will be a
· parade at 1 p.m. This isn't' just any ·
pararde, it ha8 a theme:-"Look into
the Future"-with clowns. There is
.just something about a clown with big
.feet.
·

Hap's is the perfect place to
be since it is 182 days until St.
Patrick'.s Day. The live Irish music
will keep your feet tapping and help ·
you learn the lyrics to the Irish drinking songs. And unlike Dana's, they
have Harp.

thursday
September 18.

. . What in the Global Society is
out on our residential mall? If you.
All of those cowmen and
haven't figured it out yet, it's.· ·cowwomen, get out those spurs and
Shantytown 1997. Those that can fring~jeanj~ckets becauseAl~nJa~k
do without beds are on our univer- son .1s commg to town. Hitchhike
sity lawn sleeping to raise aware- - d~w~ to Riverbend, that's on the Ohio
ness about those that don't have a River, notthe Chatahoochee, to hear a
bed. It is over on Saturday, so grab show .!ike you h.ave never heard beyour sleeping bag that you haven't fore.' I am mamed to you, ba~y, and
found a use for.
I don t even know your name.
Shakespeare, whatith a
greatith guy, and not a bad writer. If
you agree, stop by the Aronoff
Center to experience "Hamlet" like
never before, in Cincinnati! Maybe
you can score some extra c~edit
points with your english teacher, or
at least brownie points..
·

friday
September 19

·What do you get when you start
with four, lose two, and gain three?
Yes, five; but more important, the new
Samples. No, this is not a new band,
but an old band with new members.
They want to show us what they have
been doing with the new guys. So, join
the rest of us at Bogart's for an exhilarating show.
Consume as you normaly do on
a Saturday night arid tighten the bond
of the Xavier Community to two de.grees of seperation. Be safe and just do
it!

·They want to suck your blood.
No, not fromyourneck::-your arm, ,
Would you, couldyotiin a box?
you little rodent. In thegKI room Would you, could you with fox?
(that would be in the. University WouldyoueatthemHEREorTHERE?
Center, behind the old Snackateer), WotildyoueatthemEVERYWHERE?
Hoxworth will take the sweet red
. ·
blood of anyone who lets th11m have
, Who the hell e~ts green eggs and
it. So, become a cheap date tonight ham ,anyways?. Can't you .find anyb)' giving a little of yourselfbetweeri , thing better to put in your mouth. We
10 - 4 p.rn.
· .. :., ·
can"

sunday

Take your aerobics pass, or.
Haven't been to Kings Is- go and buy one and stumble into an
land yet? Summer is almost aerobics class. There are multiple ·
over, what are you waiting for? classes, so,no excuses. It's :a great
Hell to freeze over? Stop by the way to meet girls, for all those guys
.Commuter Info Desk and pick who like the smell of sweat
up
some coupons for
Cincinnati's greatest amusement
Are you ready for some
park. You can save $13 with the football?. Tune into'ABCto watch
coupon. So, pick one up for Pi~tsburgh and Jacksonville hit it off
yourselfand .all of your friends. for an exciting game of guys in tight
The more the merrier.
pants running after a little ball and
then .smacking each other on the
Go to Bellarmine for the behinds because they touched it.
10 p.m. student Mass.,

,,·~ • • , .

.

CLASSIFIEDS
.

'

HELP WANTED
Bonuses, Paid Vacations,
Trainlng,Hospitalization and 401K
retirement plan for right individual
to.work in dynamic and ch.allenging
position in busy Hyde Park Day
Spa; Candidate should possess good
conimunicati~n skills, he neat in
appearance and detail oriented.
Computer skills helpful, college
. experience require1J~· Apply in
. ' : ·person Phyllis at tJie Madi,son ·
· •
2324 Ma"ison·Road: ·

#1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER
Raise all the money your
group needs by spons~ring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus. No
investment and very little time
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for information today.
Call l-800-323-8454 x95

J•,''
SPRING BREAK
Outgoing individuals - sell 15
CHILD CARE NEEDED
& go FREE. Cancun, South Padre, ·
Babysitter to gi~e loving care
Mazatlan, Jamaica, South Beach
.to my 16 month old in my Terrace
FL. Guaranteed Best Prices.
Park home. 2-3 afternoons a week •.
SPRING BREAK 198.
1-800-SURFS-UP
References aD.d own transportation
Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Go
www.studentexpress.com
necessary. Start immediately;
Free!!! Student Travel Services is.now
Please call Alison at 965-0615.
hiring campus reps. Lowest rates to.
Jamaica, Mexico, &,Florida.
Call 800-648-4849

FREET-SHIRT
: . +$1000

ZIPS CAFE
Is now hiring kitchen help.
The hours are flexible, so we can
work around your school schedule.
Stop in and talk to us at 1036 Delta
.Ave., Mt. Lookout Square.
·

Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sor~rities & groups,. Any
campus organizaijon can raise up to
$1000 by eimifog a wliopping $5.00/ .
.• VISA application; Call 1~800-932-0528
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive FREE
T-SHIRT.

Classif~ieds are $_25 per word vvirh. a $5-00
minimum_ .To ·place ~ classi:f-ied, call th:e
·'
a.dverrisin.g depa.rrmenr ar '7:45....:.3561
• ,,

,I.·
J

Another day· has gone by,
another week has passed. I have no
idea where this thought is going, so
I will end it at that.

.

'

a

.·.,:·/·.·

Find out how well you listen
in Class by gathering your friends
for a fun, or deadly, game of Trivial
Pursuit. If you need to borrow the
game, ask Kara. It is the only thing
she has neatly put away, therefore,
she knows where it is.

··''· 1.

Photo. of the. Week
·.0NOW THAT'.sWHAT I CALL A ~E.GABUD6ET!0LOOK!THE. HERO IS
SQUINTING! HE'S REA LL~ DE.TERMlt-JED NOW! 0 Ur\ OH! THE: WA'!J Tl-\AT
VILLAIN IS GLOATING, I'LL 8E.T +.IE.14AS PLANTED A PoWE:RFUL TIME.-BDMB!
OAMA2.itJG!'THAT'FRAIL-LOOk11VG p.,c:rR~ss is A 1<ur.JG-FUMASTER!
M~ ,T\-\~ SEWER IS .WELL-LIT !0 NOW THERE.'$ SOME.T!411'l6 ~OU
,
DOl-J'T SEE. E.VE.~ DA~! THE. HUMAIV'S 1-\E.AD 15 MORPHING INTOTH€ ALl€fVS
\.\€.AD! 0 \StJ 1T THE.H\Jrv'\AN SPIRIT 0REAi? LOOI::. AT THAT PLlJC.I<~ "ID
PUMPING Hie; 'FIST IN'"T'H6.AIRAt-.lPSA~ltJ6 \"~ESSSS' !.'! "0 OH tJO !
i\-\AT.DOC::> ISOOltJGIOB~BV~NE:D ALIVE. INTHE FIER~ lrJl=E;Rl'Jof WILlITB-E.. AS\...E. TO LE.APIO SA~ET~ IN"T~E. N\Ck.Of'TIME.?0!:1ou CAt.J TE.LL
IHE. V\LLAIN \S 6E.Ttli.J6 ANNO~E.0-- LOO\=:. HOW H~S CLE.NCl-lltJG 1-llS Tl:e:rH

tJ

SO HISJAW MlJSCU:.IW\TCH~S! QSPOTTHAT PRoouc.T PLACEMENT!
QL.1SiEtJTO THE. AUD\EtJC.E. HOOT!
LIST'E.IV TOT\-IE. AUDIEN(f; BARK!
OLISTBJ ToTHe. AUDIENCE 1-tAVri-JG CotJ\/ERSATrol\JS TOTALL~ Ur.JRt.LATE.o
'TO THE. MOVIE.! 0 WOy.J ! SO!ll\E.O~THOS~.Co';PlJTE.RIZE.0 SPEC_IAL E.Ff=E'.CTS'
ARE.SO \MPRE.SS\\/e, \Ts A SHAME. THE.I:! t;?\DN .T HAVE. TIM€ TO~ IX THe
ONeS \\-\AT 0\0"3 1~ WORK! 0 AM IC.RAZ.~, o.R WE.RE. HER. BR.EASTS' SMAl.l.ER
LA~ SuMMe.R?QIHE.~ HAVE. tJC1rH1"1GTO DO WITHTl-\E. OtJSc.RE€rJ S1'0R~1

0

.,_

.

·B\JT: ARE..N 'T "THost. poP Sol'l6S otJ 'TI-I~ sootJDT~AcJ::. cA TCH ~? D CAr.J ~ou
TG.U.:.WHE..tJ 1'HE. ACTORS HATE. 'THE. LlrJE.S T\-IE~ AQE SA~ING? .I' LL.·
B\;.T!::l(!U CAN! 0 HE.~, IT MA~ SE. LOUS~ WRl-1-ING, BUT IT IEST'E.o
i\4R.OUGH \HE. ROOF! 0 ~AtJ~ 600 THAT VE."1TI l...ATlotJ oucr 1s
.·SIG, E.N()V6H TO ~AWt..:T+\~6H I QSORE. IHE.RE'S' NO srota':1, 8VT'
\40\.V ABOU\1\-\AIE:XPt.ODlt.>G Flf<EBALL? 0 SURE. i\4E.~E'S NO ·
C..HARAC.\CR\'2.AT\OtJ; BVT kow ABoif\ THAT C.OMPVTER.~ArJIN\AT€0
0€..BR.\S '-'OR.TLltJGTOUJAR0 \1.\€. CAMERA ?O SvRE.114E.f'<a~· ~o
E.N\OT\o-.1 1 BvT \.\OW ASoUT"TH~IORN BLOUSE. ?(J WILL THE.RE.
Bt A.14APP~ E.NOltJG? OUR.. MARt::e.T Re.seA~CH SA~S ~cs!
QW'4€1J IT'S Al.L;SAlC> AiJO V'ONE.,T+\AT WAS A PRE~ DAP:"-1
\;NTER\Al..J\tJGt=L.IC.1::!~0AtJV~cxiR£OrJ(,'11WOHOV~ lloSEQ.TOT~E
·
.
6RAVE!

Dressed in their Sundpy best and ready for a
peiformance of "~est Side Story" are Johnny
. McClu11g (left) tmd Andy Beardsl(!e (right) of
Husman One.East. The phQtographer, Mary·
.Beth Mee~er, lf,ins·aprizefrom:the N~wswire
vault, which this week is a brand new unopened package of Po;t-ItNotes. Congi:~ts!.
If you have a Phpto·oftheW~ek submissiOn,
send it to the attention of ~eena Delfosse, .
Photo Editor, at the Newswire office in the
·Cohen Cen.ter. or mailitoncampus to site
. '.
2129. .

Security· ~ational 'Automotive Acceptance Corporation
Crescendo Award Winner 1992, 1993, 1994 & 1995
·.CEO Awarded "Entrepreneur of the Year" 1995 .
we· are a nationwide automotive finance company seeking candidates interested in
/becoming part of a challenging and successfullte~m atmosphere. Secl;irityNationalis
one of the nation's larger buyers· and servicers of primary and secondary car loans. We
will provide you with an interesting & challenging position, a casual & friendly
· ·
environment.&. the.oppor.tunity. to. grow professionally & personally! ·

COLLECTIONS
ACCOUNT REP. - FULLTIME
Collect on delinquent automotive installmentfoans. Min. 6 mos. exp. in collections ·
preferred, but not required. Skip·tracing experience a plus. Full-Time hours include: 2
. days/wk 8-Sp; 2 days/wk 12-9p; and a Sat. or Sun.

CREDIT

i CREDIT ANALYST

.

Purchase automotive contracts for primary & secondary loans. We require 1 yr. recent
lending exp;, preferably in automotive/installment lending, & 1 yr. collective exp. Fulli;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;~ . Time hours: Mon;.Fri. 12-9pm with every other Sat. 9-Gpm
BRIGHT, FUN (butallpa.rentssaythatl) BOYS AGED 9 & 10
NOW INTERVIEWING
for trustwor:thy afterschool helper and driver
for this schoolyear (1997/98) and, possibly, into
summer 1998.
Hours are 3:00 -~ 6:30 p.m., Monday through
Good pay and conditions.
·
·
East side location.
'·

'

SYSTEMS
NOTES PROGRAMMER

·

Programs Lotus Notes 4.5. Must have a working knowledge of Lotus Notes 4.5, ·1 yr. of
notes experience, .and be familiar with Lotus Scripts'. Knowledge of Domino a plus.

I

.

To learn more, call 871.;.9114. If the .machine answers, plea~e

.

.. .

·

·. .

· ·.·

.
j

MANAGEMENT·
.
CREDIT/COLLECTION MANAGER
COLLATERAL MANAGER
MARKETING MANAGER
SYSTEMS MANAGER .. '

..

i;i;~i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;1;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;~i;~i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i; 'ACCOUNTING MANAGER
··

·

If you have a ;hot news
tip, call-the ~ewswire
at 745-3122.

· ',
:

Manage departments ranging from 2-3 to 20-40 persons, dependiµ.g on department, create
, and implement a department strtegic plan, maintain daily operations of department, train
department staff, provide dealer service and develop department policies and procedures.

leave a message as to where & when we can reach you easily.

.

Pull credit .bureaus, process auto lo.ans and provide dealer serVice. Qualified applicants.
will possess administrative an_d interpersonal .skills,. problem solving ability and
excellent communication and organization skills; experience in credit/finance preferred.
Experience with PC/Word Processing a plus. Full-time hours: 2 days/wk 9-Gp; 2 days/wk
. 12-9p w/every other Sat 9-Gpm
·· ·
·

Fri~ay.

Requirements: Childcare experience and refe.rences.
own reliable car. Clean driving record.
Enjoyment of family life.
Warm sense of h~mour. ·
•

LOAN PROCESSOR

-·

·.

'

·. . •

.. -

Manage a 5-7 person department. Prepare and analyze financial and operational reports
for executive management and external parties, assist in year end audits and Asset
Securitization transa.ctions. Oversee rm~tine accounting functions-such as bank
recondliatfon, AIR, A/P and general Ledger, create and implement a department strategic
·
·
·
plan. CPA required.
All management positions require a minimum of 3-5 years solid management .experien~e;
ability to work closely with department personnel .and management team, strong computer
skills and excellent communication skills; Bachelor's Degree or equivalent experience
required .
Great benefits including medical/life insurance, tuition ·
.Located near Kings Isl~d.
reimbursement, 401 (k) & mor~.
Security National
Fax resumes to: (513)459-7318
ph: (513) 459-8118 Ext.26.9

·"·"

..

Get AT&T One. Rat~. FREE.
And don't worry about the time or the distance.
If you live off campus, choose AT&T Long Distance and sign up for AT&T
..... One· Rate. Free. You'll also get a free one-year membership to•· Studen,t
•
•

Advantage®-the largest stude_nt discount program ever.

•

• AT&T One Rate: only 15¢ a minute on calls from home-to anybody,
anytime, anywhere in the U.S ..
Student Advantage: use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off
every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national
sponsors-like Kinko's~Tower Records® and Amtrak'.8'

Live off campus? Get AT&T One Rate
and a Student Adyantage membership. FREE.

Ca 11

,,
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1-800-878-3872
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S(udent Advantage ollervalid for AT&T Residential Long Distance customers. © 19.97 AT&T

r .e a c h .
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